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every country, county, city and nook has
its indigenous hero, its native son. russia
has its karl marx, Stratford has its shakes-
peare, alahama has its Wallace, and liver-
pool has its heattles.
0Hk
if you lice in Worcester, which is soaked
through with the traditional blood of "new
englandism," you won't refuse a breath of
praise for the TECHMAN.


you might even agree that he is the re-
formist-messiah that Worcester has awaited
all these static years, it's an empirical fact
that he has contributed more to Worcester
citizenry than any other son: if not with
the insuperable prestige of the goddard
rockets or of the morgan steam rollers, at
least with the 99 years of financial welfare
he has contributed.
the TECHMAX has no equal in his native
habitat, he is the first local martyr, with
bob cousy dribbling in second place fol-
lowed only by george wells, of course, we
cannot deny the potential martyrdom of
the holy cross man or dark man, for they
too have their images, but how can we
rightfully adopt a native son from the cross
when his legal home is in rome? and equal-
ly impossible would it be to domesticate
the dark species, most of whose life is
spent "on the road."
tech is commensurate not only with the
worcesterian soul but with the entire new
england mystique, the TECHMAN'S man-
ner of speech, dress, the freshness and
candor of his physiognomy, his deathless
attachment to independence, his aversion
to anything abstract or indecorous, his self-
esteem and self-pity, his curious tempera-
ment all tend to dissolve a starched social
system.
to be a TECHMAX in boston may get you
a good laugh, but in Worcester you get
two shirts cleaned free, here he is more es-
teemed and distinguished than is a har-
vard man, a yale man, an oxford man, or a
neandertlial man. even the metabolism of
the tech life has its prestige ratings, for
example, when a cross man is sick, people
immediately assume he is drunk, when the
TECHMAX is drunk, people assume he is
sick.
when the lady knows he's from the hill,
there isn't anything she won't do for the
TECHMAN. in the same light of loyalty,
waitresses and cabbies refuse tips from
the gentleman in the "Worcester tech"
sweatshirt, even the police will overlook
the illegally parked cars distinguished by
the w.p.i. decals. it seems as if the hand
of John boynton's ghost just reaches out
to the tumid heart of Worcester squeezing
endless drops of the sweet balsamic juices
of love.
"then, what be this majestic, wondrous
tech?" you ask. perhaps the tired and
stainless genious of ancient thinkers, or
a colosseum where brains are split under
the guilded academic sword, or maybe a
bunch of brick and ivy btdwarking dear
old mrs. higgins.
to some students, tech is merely the reality
of a tin mans dream—did he foresee a
degree granting organization of musty
fact-stuffed professors, frustrated, work
stuffed students, and fifty thousand text
books pregnant with empirical formulas,
empirical diagrams, empirical tables, em-
pirical proofs-left-for-student, empirical
even-numbered-problems-ansivers, empir-
ical intuitively
-obviousness, empirical em-
piricalness ....
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then there is the guy whose tech is the
next best thing to the french riviera: the
idyllic institute pond with its lush, grassy
banks ornamented with clusters of lovely
becker girls lying around in abandoned
attitudes.
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TECHMEX have no cheerleaders icith
cute pink knees, they don't have any girls,
except for a few dozen untouchable secre-
taries and library matrons—all theoreti-
cally equipped with knees.
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but who can think about knees when we
have one of the nations few one-kilowatt
swimming pool nuclear reactors in our
laps? a true hedonist, the TECHMAN
takes his sensuality where he finds it: a
three hour thermo lab on a warm after-
noon in may, the sinuous curves of a slith-
ering smith chart, a frolic with a few of
those adorably french laplace transforms
in a lumped-parameter circuit analysis,
and if he is a thoreau-type sybarite, he can
take a few civil courses and count cars for
three hours on park avenue, or survey cow
pastures and unfilled parking spaces at b.t.
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when it comes to uniqueness, tech stands
pestle, no one can compare with thel&CHMAN, not even another TECH-
MAN, yet, for some strange reason,TECHMEX must be "TECHMEN" a
word often confused with "images"
whether competition likes it or not tech
is tech. historically speaking, how 'many
engineering colleges that you can think of
were founded by a frustrated, illiterate, yet
plthy-nch peddler of tin pans?
how many other colleges have as their
motto: "you can tell a TECHMAN if he
admits it." or what other institution could
be considered the first launch pad of amer-
ican rocketry, and still he unknown be-
yond a ten mile radius, yet there was only
one colossus at rhodes, no matter how
many jolly green giants roam the earth;
and all the prayers of man couldn't turn
the atlantic ocean into a martini.
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scholastically, the TECHMAN is a lance-
lot in relentless pursuit of truth: he is re-
markably loyal, romantically fearless, and
dreadfully mortal, of course, he wasn't al-
ways this way. (even lancelot started off
as a lowly page working his way through
knight school.) nowadays, this ephemeral
novice is the high school senior, when he
first falls into tech's hands, he is nothing
more than a flesh-colored mollusk, "bar-
nicled" with national honor society pins,
and full of unripened baby fat and Sunday
school ideals about college, his only
22
noticeable virtue is his humility before a
twelve inch piece of wood labeled "log-
log duplex decitrig slide rule." his per-
sonal belongings are unmistakably those
of the novice, some of the universal pos-
sessions among entering freshmen include:
his long-hidden heffner harvest, a joan
baez album, two volumes of "quantum
mechanics made simple," last year's sci-
ence fair ribbon, and an autographed pic-
ture of werner von braun. (of course, we
mustn't forget that new world stamp al-
bum he plans to complete in his leisure
hours.)
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the necessity of change for our neophyte
is painfully evident, yet not always ac-
complished, for the submissive, neverthe-
less, the metamorphosis is spontaneous,
beginning with the payment of his first
tuition bill and ending with his first "dear
alumnus" mail, after a week, he has al-
ready abandoned the notion of an eiglit-
hour night of sleep, (early to bed and
early to rise makes a man go on pro.) he
experiences his first trauma when he dis-
covers that all tilings in life have rigorous
mathematical significance, even the mysti-
cal arrow of cupid has been redefined as
the "love vector." it doesn't take Jiim long
to realize that "there are more things in
heaven and earth" than were mentioned in
the catalogue, he no longer approaches
the prodigious accumulation of knowledge
in his first physics assignment as he once
attacked an alarm clock, his once casual
curiosity about newton and space sudden-
ly swells into a magnificent, metaphysical
bubble, momentarily, he loses himself in
the cosmos of his imagination: gayly he
swings between the galaxies on the golden
locks of the muses of truth, still in his sci-
entific nirvana, he sees himself taxiing his
way through the ether with John glenn.
at different stations in the infinitude he
stops to pick up such noticeable passen-
gers as plato, einstein and edison from
whom he manages to hijack a sliderule
case full of omniscience, then almost to
heaven, on the point of the ultimate in
mystical info, he unexpectedly crashed
into earth and into the agonizing reality
of olin 107.
in the rat race for his bachelor's degree,
the frosh is magnificent off the line, his
miraculous enthusiasm and vigor "is
enough to stagger sextillions" of upper-
classmen, but the highest is yet to come,
besides losing five pounds of naivete, he
must find some way to exercise that 135 iq
his parents so lovingly gave him. they
know he has it, he thinks he has it, and
the deans pray he has it.
sitting tirnidly before his open text, he
once more transcends the realm of his
dormitory room, back into that all-reveal-
ing cosmos of imagination his soul takes
flight, "can i do it? can i do it?" whines
a lost voice, "will i ever be able to figure
out all this empirical (profanity)?" a sec-
ond voice reassures, "well, guidance coun-
selors never make mistakes, besides, you al-
ways displayed keen mechanical aptitude
with clocks and portable radios, (and any-
way, with such lousy verbal scores, you
have no choice but to become an engi-
neer.) "but what would mom say" asks
the first voice again, "if i flunked out and
never get that nobel prize she planned
on?"
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tlius, without any awareness, our classic
frosh takes his first giant step towards his
goal, drifting clumsily through personal
orientations, formulas, exams, fraternity
rushing, social and academic hazing, the
current model TECHMAN flops into his
sophomore year, no longer a novice at that
chess game with fate, the sophomore wears
his battle scars as reference points for fu-
ture reminders, on the way to canossa and
hack again, he's managed to refurnish his
28
brain with those curious little knick-
knacks of "observation and reason and
conclusion." even the last drop of once
precious naivete has been wrung from his
brain to grease the gears of the fraternity
wrack, nor did this ordeal develop with-
out its lump of painful evolution, and now
with a greek affiliation and a department
affiliation, our classified son whispers
through his sophomoric state as an unseen,
unknown and uncertain figure.
at the halfway mark in his career the
TECHMAX reflects, his searching eye
spies the knotted fibers of his spirit, oh,
to unravel a purpose to all these triviali-
ties, just a fresh nineteen years of age and
already he has tired blood, he can't under-
stand why he didn't go to the university
with the rest of the guys and have a blast,
think of all that partying, and girls, and
booze and ....
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following closely with the scheme of
things, our stereo-stoic makes his way,
with the rest of his ascetic followers, and
beneath his own little bo tree he experi-
ences his annual revelation, this time he
envisions two gayly painted spaceships,
one all red and the other a red-white-blue
striped, simultaneously launched from
their respective pads, the two vehicles race
toward the moon which patiently awaits
her first realators. and when, at last, the
lunar dust has settled, and the race is won,
a bright red moon casts its light on the
tear-filled eyes of that benedict arnold of
technology, the cynical sophomore, "amer-
ica needs me" he screams to himself, "i
cant be a lunar louse, and let the com-
munist imperialists claim space." now with
patriotism bursting the seams of his de-
partmental sweatshirt, nuovo homo pole
vaults his summer vacation, joyously de-
posits another three thousand dollars in
the "t" box in boynton hall, and launches
a new semester's worth of efforts to save
the western satellites.
the junior year passes swiftly, and so does
the idealism, by midterms, our protagonis-
tic has already renounced liis academic
faith, (back in that old familiar rut again;
another year of advanced suffering.) this
time the fragrant gloom of studies be-
comes so thick, that to survive he must
find a diversion, (recall the proverb: "all
work and no play makes jack a scab")
thus, the junior is wisely reserved for beer
drinking, status seeking, love laboring,
mark dropping, and generally, "good old
college fun." with the first fifty dollars won
in cards, the junior TECHMAN re-ivies
himself with the latest in tweed sweat-
shirts and sneakers.

impressing freshmen and vassar girls alike
with his fount of collegiate humor and his
collection of assorted society buttons,
bents and beanies, junior refuels his ego
tank, from campaign to campaign, our
own huey long politics his way into the
limelight of engineering fame, he is presi-
dent of every campus organization and an
athletic hero, he is a personal friend with
all the deans, and serves as the presidents
student liaison, his influence is monumen-
tal to the student body, yet awfully trivial
to the professorial mind, and, needless to
say, when finals come, the "paths of glory
lead but to summer school."
'j
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packing away his wreath of ivy, laurels
and olive sprigs, the junior achiever bids
adieu to another year, six whole semesters
behind him, and what to show for it? a
few close friends, some good elephant
jokes, three gray hairs, and a "d" in
thermo.
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all this, and he still hasn't "found himself":
the greatest expectation of all collegians,
frantically he ferrets through his cerebral
card catalogue from "angstrom" to "zen"
in search of that long lost ticket: identity,
"i must have meaning, purpose!!"
ahhh, how bitter are the seeds of con-
fusion's fruits in the mouth of a "sensitive,
young man." how sad is the song of him-
self, "in dubious battle" for three years
with his comrades, he has helplessly
watched his mind become enslaved; he
has unwillfully mastered manhood; he has
rooted his character into the rock of Wor-
cester; he has sounded from the rooftops
of boynton hall his "barbaric yawp"; he
has even sniffed the hemlock.
41
"what to be, or what not to be, that is
the question!"
.
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there is only one important image in the
eye of the TECHMAN who endures until
his senior year: the black mortarboard and
tassel, now he can almost hear the bac-
calaureate sermon: "welcome to the great
Worcester tech family ..."
p&M 1

faster and faster rides the anticipation on
his mind, hurdling its way to that cold,
rainly morning in June, hail, hail to gradu-
ation the antiseptic of his soul, the cul-
mination of a four act ordeal, at last a
liberation, a launching into the orb of
things, at last he and his sheepskin can
go hand in hand through life doing what
they always wanted to do: ahhh ....
yes, it's that annual panic jamboree again
at old Worcester tech where some two
hundred and sixty seniors begin climbing
those "icy covered walls.'' what to do with
a b. s. degree in engineering? there is al-
ways grad school, the home of the well
rounded specialist: just a few more years
of rigorous study and then the real pres-
tige filled degree, then there is the army,
(see rote section.)

but think of industry, that nation wide
laboratory with all the empirical freedom
you could hope for. think of the space
race, think of that innocent becker girl
you'd like to marry, of a nice duplex home
nestled in the bowels of suberbia, and that
second hand sports car you always wanted,
recall the bills you owe. oh, oh, oh, how
those greener pastures of capitalism
beckon.
II

and as the sun silently sets on the wore
transmitter towers in the horizon, the
proud, transfigured form of the engineer
emerges onto his quadrangle for the
last time, he stops at the center, the cross-
roads (please note symbolism), as he scans
a few radians of the campus.
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in the distance echo the songs of the land:
the cachophonous laughter of seventeen
year old high school girls, the endless
heartbeat of wyman-gordon, and a famil-
iar voice of the radio discjockey.behind
him, a continuous stream of light spirals
its way upward to the dark, intimate prize
atop another hill, the ether above trans-
figures the grotesque worcesterian outline
below, all is calm.

all the turbulence of past strife has sub-
sided, only the last impression of his col-
lege days snuggles into his brain, then
from the east, a thin, red human form
stealthily approaches, suddenly all the
crystal facets of thought and reverie are
unmercifully shattered: "hellooooooooo."
S7
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there can be no requiem for a TECH-
MAN, he is and always will he a "world
without end." he is a living, breathing
organic fixture of the american scene,
though his eyes may never greet the cam-
pus site again, the birth/rites of tech go
with him in his travels, whatever he relin-
quished to his cause in the "lean years,"
we can only forget, what he managed to
extract from those days we could only con-
jecture, observation shows that a once
wistful, spastic kid has been transfigured
into something workable, something won-
drous.
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to the TECHMAN once established in his
own little ether, there is little meaning to
the sheepskin, which is now probably
buried in the attic under some old tech
newspapers, the only college relics or
worth he has saved is a ripe memory and
a great faith in the flush of knowledge,
he is no longer provoked by image seek-
ers or pragmatic dealers in status, his mind
is swept clean of the woeful trivialities
he once conspired against, yet, for the
sake of his children or a good glass of beer,
he can promptly recall those magnificent
football rallies and the final playoff vic-
tory over coast guard.
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any image that grew out of the tech is a
matter of fortune, to some who find com-
petition a means of survival, a firm image
at college is essential, but the image often
quoted in the college catalogue has little
application to the current stock of stu-
dents, our benefactors were great men in-
deed, but lousy rah-rah boys, in our dis-
tillation pot of new england conservatism,
a well instituted panty raid would be a
revolutionary catastrophe, let vassar, harv-
ard and yale line up another sex scandal
for the press and potential high school ap-
plicants—tech daringly offers a new course
in evolutionary biology.
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no, in our self-created, self-contained
imagery, there is no morey's, no harvard
square, and no all american football team,
unfortunately, in popular opinion we are
only a large carton of eggheads, well
equipped with the long haired, absent-
minded professors, sometimes, we are
even considered intellectuals, but there is
no evidence that our hell-raising ability
has been dulled by this, we are very capa-
ble of holding a ban-the-war conclave, or
a race-riot, or even of staging a siege of
the countryside, but for the cause of edu-
cation, the lehr and the kunst, what is the
absolute value of such? we must think in
terms of our intellectual experience, and
leave the images for the needy, we find
no urgency to latch onto a dream.
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but V/..S. VIRGINIA, THERE REALM IS \ WORCESTER TECH.
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dedication
of all the species of man, the engineer has the
unique ability of expressing nearly any physical
maxim in the universe, however, when dedicating
some personal monument in appreciation for
someone, a treatise of mathematical equations
and graphs bound in light green folders is hardly
warmth, so, we hope that the dedication of this
treatise on the TECHMAN will speak for the
muted.
professor richard neil cobb . .
.
may this convey our Jwnor for you; our apprecia-
tion for your services, your understanding, and
your tolerance of our follies both inside and out-
side of the math book.

board of trustees
wayne e. Iceith
chairman
pari* fletcher
harry p. storke
John w. coghlin j. norman alberti
carl w. hedberg
deceased
dwight e. jones
philip m. morgan
charles r. michel
william e hanson
phillip r. delphos
chandler w. jones
robert d. horrlngton archibald b. hossack
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earl c. hughes
iames c. walker
0^~
arthur w. knight
thomas I. counihan
f. harold daniels
george w. smith, jr.
rev. james n. mccutcheon
leonard m. krull
robert w. stoddard
h. (add plumley
burton w. marsh
mayor paul n. mullaney
rev. dr. Wallace robbins
peter w. brouwers milton p. higgins rev. gordon torgersen
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the president
meet this man storke:
the master of our fate: the captain of our school.
he is a man, indeed, one of image, of tolerance,
of understanding, of . .
.
a man who once held esteem for those he enhance
a man who once held the salutes of peers;
a man who once held the hearts of allies;
a man who once held the trust of foreign lords;
a man who once held a rifle;
a man who now holds a slide rule.
you see, he is just a tech sophomore:
only a student like you and i.
but, aren't all men students, no matter how many
honors they held, nor how much income
tax they pay?
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harry p. storke
the faces and figures you encounter here are the
results of physical limitations, science allows us
only to present an orthographic projection of an
n-dimensional being, the professorial realm is a
concept of psychological as well as sociological
consideration, so strange is the professor, that
one might believe him to be a twentieth century
version of some homeric hero, he transcends
most of the mundane from the time he leaves
his house in the morning to the time he dismisses
his last class, in the meantime, he makes it his
moral duty to inspire and transfer: he can never
better distinguish himself in his work than by
encouraging the clever pupil, for the true dis-
coverers are among them, as comets among the
stars, his style is the man himself, his genius is
nothing but a great aptitude for patience, and
though we imagine ourselves to suffer under his
conspiracy with truth, we purchase his sophistry
for future reference and for final exams.
administration & departments

m. lawrence price
vice president, dean of faculty
donald downing
dean of students and admissions
david lloyd
business manager
richard morton
associate dean of faculty
director of summer school and
evening programs
robert fox
director of public relations
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warren zepp
secretary - treasurer
alumni association
william trask
director of placement and techniquest
ernest sweeney
manager of residential halls
roy seoberg, jr.
assistant alumni secretary
frederick broad, jr.
director of deferred giving
ernest hollows
associate dean of students and admissions
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cnthony ruksnaitis
director of physical plant
Joseph sargent
admissions counselor
edgar heselbarth
admissions counselor
7K
paul regan
assistant to director
physical plant
albert anderson
head librarian
steven donahue
director of news bureau
athena pappas
registrar
/l •A*"
william barrett
assistant to the business manager
arthur knight
consultant for building program
JTTTv
geraldine ross
bookstore manager
charles phelps
officer wpi police
nils hagberg
sergeant wpi police
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chemical engineering
professor wilmer kranich
head of department
and chemistry
the days of alchemy are fading into the back
pages of the sixth grade history readers, but the
fast pacing advances of the modern day chem-
ist and his third cousin the chemical engineer
are filling our scientific journals with a new
brand of hocus-pocus, nowadays instead of
waving a magic wand, you just turn the -magic
"crank" and the inserted formula does all the
dirty work, nevertheless, one must tip his cap
if one expects to bring it unharmed through the
chem building.
seated: prof, robert wagner, prof, robert plumb, prof, wilbur bridgman, prof, wilmer kranich. standing:
prof, john meader, prof, kenneth roettger, prof. John petrie, prof, william hobey, prof, james huheey,
prof, frederic butler, richard wonkka.
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skeptical chymists
a.i.ch.e.
J*. lj*t*tM~L aJLLm
achers
don ghiz, bruce juhola, ron lubo-
wicz, torn hopper, bill dark, terry
harris, stan szymanski, dave gen-
dron, wait lankau, dave mccaffrey,
ed curtis, uncle John.
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civil engineering
professor carl henry koontz
head of department
without a doubt, the most lampooned creature
in all of the technological universe is the civil
engineer, by the very nature of his work, the
stigma of his department is an obvious one.
he is never unnoticed: his presence in a crowd
is unavoidably sensed, to some idealistic acad-
micians the work of the civil is everything
but civil: "indeed, man's art of block-building
passed with infancy as did the anal stage in
his development." some psychoanalysts have
resolved the works of the civil to he the
direct results of an "edifice complex." yet, for
our persecuted friend there is an enduring
pride in spanning a bridge or in tunneling
through a mountain in his Volkswagen, besides,
there would be more than strontium-90 in the
atmosphere if we didn't have his sewers.
A* Mtto*a*. j „ k
prof, carl meyer, prof, richard lamofhe, prof. b. alien benjamin, francis defalco, prof. a. fatfah chalabi,
prof, robert fitzgerald, prof. Joseph sage, prof, carl koonfz.
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a.s.e.e.
89
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electrical engineering
dr. glen richardson
head of department
some people cannot rationally comprehend why
so much fuss is made over a few electrons, yet
just think if we spent our time being frustrated
with something as big as a cement block or an
automobile engine, we find it a vain honor to
be muddle-headed in science, we reverse sim-
plicity and vice versa, what would science be if
it weren't for the lucidity and symmetry of the
ee electron philosophy?
standing: prof, gilbert owyang, prof, richard beschle, prof, george stannard, prof, russel! krackhardt,
donald eteson, prof, hobart newell, prof, romeo moruzzi, prof, william locke, prof, william roadstrWm.
seated: prof, william grogan, prof, owen kennedy, prof, glen richardson, prof, douglas howes, prof,
william wadsworth.
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i.h.e.e.
carl youngman, ralph gelling, dick ryczek, dick lundgren, bill shurbet, ted
swanson, ray brodeur, al molchiodi, bob najaka, dave signori.

mathematics
elliot buell
head of department
for the mathematician, the only accident in the
world of symmetry is man. and now that we
have been replaced by his machines of omni-
science, even the human factor is obsolete, one
might observe that the student in this isolated
sphere is interning in the stratton ward until
he finds some other reason to live, hopefully,
the math major may realize that some uncon-
scious interest in another department may re-
store a feeling of happiness in disorder, never-
theless, as sterile and naive as his existence may
seem, he has lain down the laws of integration
in black and white.
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first row: prof, vincent Connolly, prof, richard cobb, prof, william hardell, prof, bruce mcquarrie, profs
william miller, richard olsen. second row: prof, ramon. scoff, prof, gordon branche, peter Christopher,
prof, elliott buell, prof. John van alstyne, prof, ralph nelson, prof, philip shakir.
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mechanical engineering
professor donald zwiep
head of department
from the day that daddy brought home the
bright red corvair, i knew i would become a
mechanical engineer, for the three weeks that
mom and dad went on vacation, i rebuilt the
car and added an extra 200 horsepower, i knew
then that i would be an m.e. some day at w.p.i.
i had the mechanical aptitude, i knew i would
eventually go on to detroit after graduation
and design cars for the future, but things are
not what they seem, especially thermo and
heat transfer, instead of learning about ferrari
and corvette engines i learned about steam and
carnot engines, i guess if i don't get into real
modern concepts ill take gas somewhere else,
maybe ill open my own gas station.
first row: professor kenneth merriam, professor frank finlayson, pro-
fessor bernard wellman. second row: professor carlton staples, pro-
fessor donald zwiep, professor roy bourgault. third row: professor
fred webster, professor thomas hammon, professor John whenman.
fourth row: professor robert hall, professor raymond hagglund. fifth
row: professor leslie wilbur, professor charles reynolds. sixth row:
professor kenneth scott, professor harold corey. seventh row: professor
frederick anderson, professor carl Johnson, eighth row: professor
roger borden. ninth row: professor hartley grandin, professor herbert
yankee. tenth row: alden roys, william peirce. eleventh row: professor
ray Johnson.
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gents
dave adams, torn modzelewski, frank ba^ggio,
milt dentch, kevin casey, cap chenowefti, bill
goodwin, fred bartkiewicz.
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physics
professor allan parker
head of department
there are diverse and numerous events occur-
ring in man's youth that indicate what he will
be in college and in life, for the son of harvard
law graduate, there is little hope to become an
astronomer or music major, for the boy who
shows aptitude and appreciation in the aesthe-
tics, art is the only path, and the engineer is
the fellow who does well in high school math,
likes to tinker and doesn't know shakespeare
from a pronoun, however, the signs of the
physicist are unique and innate, as a child, he
is frustrated, unwanted, and happy; he com-
municates with himself and those few who
understand him such as trees, clocks, stars,
ceilings, daisies, pigeons, and the ghosts of
newton and einstein. as a TECHMAN, he lives
the same life, and get a b.s. for it.
seated: dr. benjamin wooten, professor richard morton, dr. allan parker, dr. jerald weiss. standing*
professor harold hilsinger, professor donald howe, george riley, dr. louis granath, dr. ralph heller,
dr. raymond goloskie, dr. john wild, dr. John Johnson, roberf long.
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economics, government,
and business
the study of economics is not an unwise choice
of the engineer, whether samuelson or the de-
partment itself makes any mark in his mind, the
student will appreciate the basic definition of
economy when looking for a job or when shop-
ping for guns or butter, yet we cannot take too
much of this abstraction seriously, or we will
find ourselves more concerned with money
rather than with technical satisfaction, this may
consequently result in unhappy engineers trans-
ferring into law or medicine for the sake of
money only, now isn't that a silly thought?
prof, albert j. schwieger
head of department
prof, thaddeus roddenbery, prof, nicholas onorato, prof, albert schwieger, richard aronson, prof. Joseph
Zimmerman.
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english
for the benefit of the ignorant, this department
does not serve to instruct one in the learning of
a language, however, the need is pertinent to
many here, the purpose of the english course is
not to revive some nightmares created by simi-
lar studies in high school, but to cultivate if
not culture the mind in college, though many
issues in the novel find little comfort in the lab,
some people may retain moral instructions de-
rived from a guy named aristotle or shake-
speare. and to those observers who think that
the engineer is a narrow fellow, why we even
have elective courses for the upper classmen
who just cannot substitute the anthology for
the handbook.
prof, edwin higginbottom
head of department
standing: prof, james hensel, george diamond, prof, david mckay, charles heventhal, prof, richard roche.
seated: prof, arthur kennedy, prof, edwin higginbottom, prof, theodore packard.
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history and modern languages
providing a broad background for the engineer
in the course of human events, history at tech
has carved its rightful place in the minds of
the scientists unconcerned, anarchism seems to
be the answer for some, while getting married
before he can be drafted is the answer for the
rest, loopholes in the governmental system
seem to hold the greatest prestige with our
budding youth, but he unknowingly is cajoled
into learning a few important facts about his
predecessors on the earth at the same time, fre-
quently in a liberal arts course such as this, it
gives the student an excuse for not having time
to study his "more important" scientific studies.
prof, leland atwood
head of department
james mooney, prof, donald Johnson, prof, leland atwood, prof, claude scheifley, prof, arthur back.
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physical education
professor robert w. pritchard
head of department
the athletic department never claimed to con-
vert high school fat to college muscle, nor do
they grant a degree of tyrannous strength to
the 110 pound weakling after two years, in
addition, there is obviously no academic merit
derived from a few dozen push-ups. then to
the greek philosophers who worshipped the
paths leading to a strong body and strong
mind, the w.p.i. athletic department is useless
and absurd, but let's face it, for a half credit
even plato would run around a track five times,
besides, if one is odd enough to neglect his
body or a good basketball game, he can always
find a spare mat to stretch out on and study
his physics.
frank grant, leo jansson, prof, charles mcnulfy, prof, roberf pritchard, prof, merl norcross, alan king.
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military science
there are always some idealists who are con-
vinced that the erudite and soldier should not
overlap in the same body, however, the option
is that of the engineer as to whether he pursues
his degree with a slide rule or a rifle, neverthe-
less, rote trains the officer without denying the
existence of his b.s. degree, the engineer is
given the option of applying his engineering
talents either in industry or in the army, the
benefits of each are relative, not compulsory,
we have two years to decide whether we want
to shackle ourselves to the ideals of others: is
it necessary for the intellect to respond to a
national cause, or is it imperative? the organiza-
tion of the army is just this option, the american
option.
first row: sp. 5 ernest piccirillo, sfc malcolm leavift, sfc donald henry, m/sgt. John Stewart, s/sgt. vernon
Johnson, second row: capt. James dorsey, capt. john mclaughlin, capt. gregor young, It. col. gardner
pierce, maj. melvin messer, capt. norman smith.
lieutenant colonel gardndf pierce
head of department
some
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the being is confused.
he's a mere consciousness trapped in the eddy of
monstrous, academic vortex,
constantly he's buffeted by tiny balls of insignificant mass,
he's caught in the labrinth of wires and chattering networks,
he is suspended from a multitude of free body diagi
he peers out from a misty vile of the alchemist
now there's a vision; a dream has returned,
the ego screams out; it must have identity,
a way to survive has risen around him.
blindly he clings; his soul is made master,
outward he leaps to the grounds of mind's safety,
soon drunken with life, the need is abating,
the ego is appeased, his mind turns complaisant,
from a chunk of free thinking, he molds his escape,
he joins a club.
activities
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gerry mcgee, larry hull, don foley, pete fenner, John braun, jack kelley, brian sinder, barry kadets,
gary goshgarian, kevin mcquaid, bob loring, bill reiger, ron greene.
tech senate
brian sinder
president of tech senate
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first row: bob morse, brian sirtder, bruce larsen, art bodwell, prof,
harry corey, gary goshgarian, mario tama, dave mccaffrey. second
row: dave sawicki, jack spencer, bob peura, torn modzelewski, pete
fener, brian well, joel miller, bob klay, dave wilson, george cordes,
ray dube, phyl ryan, don ghiz. third row: dave signori, ed iaccarino,
eric gulliksen, bill kaszeta, bill phjllips, kirby holcombe, george
ordway, paul pearson.
council of presidents
gary goshgarian
speaker of the council
115
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editors
ed santos editor-in-chief
torn newman assistant editor
dave gendron managing editor
gene killian makeup editor
denny balog photography editor
gory goshgarian copy editor
don ghii business manager
pete burkott advertising manager
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peddler
staff
dick pankoski, pefe herron, ron mucci, rog zipfel, rick neff, wayne pobzeznik, dave luber, jack lewis,
joe passaro, norm dwartz.
editors i
lorry hull
vie moronl
gene kill ian
gary gothgarian
duke gal*
dick ryczek
dave mccaffrev
editor-in-chief
chief copy editor
news editor
feature editor
makeup editor!
ted swanson sports editors
paul vajovec
denny balog photography
roger arko business manager
pete fenner advertising manager
bruce juhola circulation manager
sandy williams atst. circulation manager
tech news
staff
first row: bill behn, chuck desimone, joe passaro, bob klauber, mike dembski. second row: charlie durkin,
dick kennedy, phil bachelder, torn trafidlo.
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first row: prof, donald Johnson, prof, claude sheifley. second row: dick ryczek, torn modzelewski, barry
kadets, bob geiger, ken brown, dick parzuchowski, John wilson, dick eriksson, terry harris, denny balog.
interfraternity council
student service council
al low, jay botop, bill wandle, gerry mcgee, dave schwaber, ted swanson, mike napolitano.
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glee club
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first row: rob mcandrew, wayne gaith, doug pike, phil dark, second row: jerry lucas, bob white,
john ostrowski, dove dimock, bruce maccabee, henry hokans, bruce larsen, steve mcquaid, andy
moran, ron tillberg. third row: bill bowen, frank magiera, jim lefevre, frank jodaitis, huey briggs,
ken brown, dave beaber, russ bone, John fi I kins, bill wharton, john hitchcock, kit foster, larry hill,
fourth row: athanasios canatsoulis, John garbarino, jon worthley, george spires, mike wenis, mac king,
ed forsell, jack o'keefe, don mccarthy, andy warner, leigh bantly, hey williams, john spencer, scott
hagar, dick hutchins.
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masque first row: john Schmidt, dick holler, brian wells, cliff macdonald, john zifcak, bruce
sturdivant. second row: dick calvert, dick pankoski, phil bachelder, bob tolokan,
bob zavatkay, chap cutler, fred valego. third row: bob howard, bob trefry,
jim day, ralph bedford, john wetherell, bill nines, ned obermeyer, butch bouchard,
frank dolan.
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p.c.f. hal monde, bob morse, John wetherell, malcolm white.
camera club
first row: don mugnai, noel potter, russ bone, george ordway, dave Johnson,
dick holler, second row: charles flugal, bob thompson, jim dunn.
radio club
prof, george stannard, paul ramsden, bill kazeta, fred borgeson, dennis briefer, phil
gaudef, gerald fammi, bob lodi, dave klimaj, John lovell, kit foster, george dodson, carl
schenker, bob shen.
newman club
first row: rev. peter scanlon, bill walsh, torn lenehan, pete formica, neal deary, torn arcari, ray dube
brian gallagher, bill menezes, charlie roberts, chris cridge. second row: pete konopa, rich degennaro
ed gallo, Jeff dorin, jim lefevre, bob michelin, joe patch, jack rahaim, fred valego, John cahalen, pa
mroan, mike cavanagh, chuck desimone, tony liutkus, warren zepp, orlando mendez, dr. frederick butler
third row: ray lidquist, bob zahnke, John zwyner, wally hack, don mugnai, lenny weckle, jon leavitl
bob denigris, bill richards, steve statz, brian belanger, paul kennedy, torn benoit, gary bossak, die
healing, charlie lellman, pete shanley. fourth row: george elko, phil gaudet, george popolizio, gem
wilusz, bob dasher, henry skonieczny, John turick, torn baker, joe slocik, andy kudarauskas, bob balducci
dick killkelly, bob gohsler, bob genereux, mike napolitano, dick kennedy.
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ifle club
first row: john lovell, george poplizio, dick bonin, jon pardee, dave beaber. second row:
dave coombe, jim gibson, george sipila, bob st. pierre, eric gulliksen, dave stone, ed
neister, charlie pike, rick wilson. third row: sgt. vernon Johnson.
lens and lights
first row: jim day, dave wilson, john schmidt, prof, donald
howe, dennis murphy, phil smith, sig dicker, second row:
bill remillong, paul frazier, chap cutler, charlie sisitsky,
ken allard. third row: charlie frary, rog woodin, steve
schumer, steve statz, john romano, dick stone, dave dark,
ken bell, chet sergey. fourth row: waiter dodd, bob
dashner, stu gillespie, bob Johnson, bill swiger, pete
briggs, andy fish.
band first row: don kerr, al griswald, gary lockwood, john simonds, ray o'connell, phil hopkinson, jimday. second row: bob stow, steve harrington, rick scofield, bruce larsen, carl meredith, ray
Johnson, John braley, jeff cheyne. third row: john lauterback, heywood williams, jim dunn, bill
bowen, charlie blake, rich jewell, larry nelson, craig vandenberg. fourth row: john keir, dick
calvert, george cordes, bob bertrand, larry sullivan, bob nichols, dick mason, pete shanley.
debating society larry nelson, bill behn, phil blackman, mort gutman, malcolm white, bill phillips,bob peura, skip kilmer, dick green, wally fini.
chess club
first row: mike walraven, steve frymer,
eric pisila. second row: Stephen o'brian,
noel potter, ed gallo.
" j**-'*" j£#'- A?
cosmopolitan club first row: shlomo hen tov, maung aye kyaw, dean ernest hollows,prof, arther back, second row: prof, lawrence neale, izumi iketani,
mrs. lawrence neale, mrs. ernest hollows, mrs. benjamin wooten,
mrs. jon klafstad, withu ruksvanichpongs. third row: prof, benjamin
wooten, tumkur puttaswamy, bob shen, jim day, bob caron, dan
coifman, fernando Castillo, juk-chie wong, jon klafstad, bill menezes,
jih-hua liu, jon gjestvang.
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boyntonians first row: page kimball, howie shore, frank stone, ron snell, frank jodaitis, georgewhiteside. second row: jim dunn, pete behmke, hey williams, ray Johnson, craig
vandenberg, bob kokernak. third row: steve harrington, phil hopkinson, earle mega-
thlin, John lauterbach.
pershing rifles
ronald klay captain
gerald tammi executive officer
william nines adjutant
perry kearney drill officer
john porter finance officer
donald nucarthy p.i.o.
Stephen alpert, phillip blackman, roland bouchard, paul castle, philip dark, Christopher cridge, John dow,
Steven friedman, edward gallo, richard hutchins, frank jodaitis, waiter lang, robert mcandrew, william
mcann, donald michel, charles roberfs, george sipila, ronald snell, steven statz, richard symonds, peter
tollman, lee taylor, robert trefry, John tureck, frederick valego, andrew warner, malcolm white, todd
wicker, david wilson.
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w.p.i.a.a. kirby holcombe, bob hawes, prof, higginbottom, prof, knight, prof, pritchard, mr. zepp, dick ryczek,george Stevens.
bridge club dave beaber, wait kuczek, ed brabazon, marty soja.
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varsity club
first row: carmen della veccia, jeff heywood, bob stow, al moksu, john czarniecki, dean white, sid wandle.
second row: tod wicker, dick rycek, art bodwell, pat moran, dove mccaffrey, cap chenoweth, wait lankau,
dave wait, third row: charlie kelly, bob sinuc, torn brasi skis, john camera, pete tancredi, mike portanova,
paul giusti, dick holler.
arts society
dove signori, torn modzclcwski, joe lacava, bruce
maccabec, John pctrie, jim dunn.
auto club
first row: bob morse, John wetherell, ken ellis. second row:
hal monde, malcolm white, jeff cheyne. third row: cam hyde,
mike flood, ted pero. forth row: larry sullivan, paul kalinowski.
shield
first row: tony liuticus, wayne miller, larry shea, gene wilusz, paul pearson, skip
kunz, john geelan. second row: cam Johnson, steve frymer, John seferiadis, dave
stone, bob scalzi, george elko, george poplizio.
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John nano, bob loring, rick Johnson, phil blackman, pete fenner, john macko,
bob rounds, John wetherell, bill ingalls.
nautical club
32
first row: larry sullivan, bob loring, denis berube, mario lama, pete fenner, kap chenoweth, al barrett,
dave burwen, John braley, woody adams. second row: torn baker, bob michelin, gene dionne, rich
downe, pete burkott, torn newman, gary devlieg, jeff decker, malcolm white, phil blackman, paul
peterson, charlie roberts.
ski club
in us is a desire, a desire which calls for a physi-
cal overwhelming of an opponent, civilization
has tamed this desire and now we have rules
governing its extent, purpose, and duration, we
have ourselves racing a clock as well as other
men, resisting the pull of gravity rather than the
clutches of a hungry beast, propelling an odd
assortment of balls into nets rather than at to-
morrows dinner, and restraining other men from
achieving some arbitrary position rather than
protecting one's life or property,
here once again society has provided man with
one of its artifical pacifiers, if one cannot parti-
cipate openly upon the well defined "battle"
area, he may scream and yell as an observer,
thus quieting his own animalistic tendencies,
the thrill of the game is still there, however it is
just a game.
athletics

first row: paul vajcovec, bob grenier, art bodwell,
greg berry, stan szymanski, bill shields, dick ryczek,
len kullas, John kelly, dermis gallant, mike oliver,
ron gemma, second row: dennis flannery, hal forrest,
paul giusti, pat moran, george oldham, bruce web-
ber, ron crump, bob sinuc, ron tata, al giannotti,
pete kudless, ron greene, torn brasiskis. third row:
charles dufour, todd wicker, georgie fargo, joe
lacava, John hart, bob coates, mike portanova, paul
peterson, jesse stalker, jerry lucas, bud west, fourth
row: kyle ondricek, charles goodspeed, John rogo-
zenski, doug bobseine, carmen della vecchia, brian
thacker, John soulliere, charles kelly, roger binkerd,
ray seguin, mario tama. fifth row: gene baldrate,
rog daugherty, art flower, frank magiera, gary
smith, john leavitt, torn ray, hugo croft, bob young,
leslie payne, ted postol, george batten.
football
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soccer
flrtt row: mike mouro, torn qonlcy, pete tancredi, John camera, steve harvey, pete Williamson, bob
najaka, charlie zi»ch, paul lilienthol, rick downe. second row: jim viele, jim maroney, joe acher, kirby
holcombe, ol depietro, butch altenburg, pete collelte, brucc young, tak tsujita, bud watson. third row:
bill hyatt, denis mcquillen, gonzalo trochez, dan coifmon, gory bossak, pete dickerson, bob zahnke,
wait hipp. fourth row: coach olan king, charlie wojewoda, rusty macleod, sieve cotter, ralph rivkind,
gunner stalemark, jim lefevre, bill shubert, coach grant.
138
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cross country
&
relay
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first row: bob hawes, ray Jacques, dave monks, bill wandle, John apostolos. second row:
desha beamer, charles kelly, jeff dorin, les payne, jack lipsey, len weckel.
first row: len weckel, dick leon, marfy cosgrove, dick cox, jerry mcgee, dave monks, jack ryder, brad
bradley, dave stone, coach sanella, phil giantris. second row: bob hawes, ed rundlett, doug pike,
jon worthley, bob campbell, paul granchelli, John apostolos, jan moran, wayne wirtanen, sfeve brownell,
john kopchik. third row: joe pyzik, warren dark, ed la! ly, john kilguss, frank amazeen, jeff dorin,
dick roy, torn kelley, ken hoesterey.
141
basketball
varsity first row: bill zetterlund, pete dornemann, dave helming, torn ganley, dave la rue. second row: carlyoungman, dick shaw, ray rogers, bill nims, gary willis, larry penoncello, don lutz, coach charles mc nulty.
nj|0lK«!j| flUWtlt
junior varsity first row: doug bobseine, bob lisauskas, dick sadowski, jim lawson, dick liebich, al jankot,george Stevens, coach merl norcross. second row: bob gohsler, glen parath, ed piltzecker,
bill goudie, joe adamik, ron dell, steve petroff.
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hockey
148
first row: bill baker, harry wood, torn
modzelewski, joe goulart, dave mccaffrey,
jim ryan, steve boraks, carl hanson, jim
frapier. second row: steve vantine, roland
bouchard, bob kennedy, paul mcdonough,
al buros, skip thune, bob bohlin, steve
cotter, pete tollman, grant myers, jerry
parker, coach yankee.
swimming
first row: don ghiz, george mitchang, pete oberbach, bob rounds, bill lightfoot, frank grant, second row:
ron ochman, ed botwick, al moksu, jim nystrom. third row: elliot Whipple, curt carlson, carl gilmore,
larry gooch.
150
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cheerleaders
gene murphy, rick plummer, John lawson, pete gray, John petrie, John sonne.
153
wrestling
first row: bob vinso, Jake jacobson, don carlson, larry hull, bob drean, stan syzmanski, ron tata, russ
trask, hugo croft, second row: ray scott, charlie proctor, herb brown, russ bone, dave herman, rein olvet,
bill bently, dean schoenfeld, bob tolokan. third row: lynn biuckie, don givens, j. fred perkins, torn
spargo, pete dickerson, dick dresser.
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first row: dove helming, jerry mcgee, start belcinski, al roberts, al hoffman,
jack mcgrath, bo kuehn, jim hanna, bud west, brian sinder, bill wandle.
second row: cam Johnson, dean white, dick cox, rusty rustigian, todd
varnum, dave monks, jack ryder, al potvin, al giannotti, jerry morris, third
row: paul peterson, bob young, dave geiger, jim gibson, John bradley,
dave fries, lenny weckle, dirk dewinter. fourth row: sid kaye, ron finn,
ted pero, ken linell, John lee, joe whalen, jerry lucas, mike mauro. fifth row:
john mcguire, ron crump, joe lagana, dave stone, joe passaro, coach norcross.
58
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golf
mike napolitano, bob belville, ed Jacobs, ken adrian, vance hickin, ben
surowieki, ken hultgren, coach seaburg.
161
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baseball
162
first row: borry kadets, larry hull, art bodwell, les hart, fred molinari, dave
wait, bob bennett, bill shurbet. second row: al de pietro, jim maroney,
mike oliver, bud usich, art dickey, todd wicker, third row: jerry st. germain,
mike dembski, george Stevens, ron hayden, jim nystrom, coach mcnulty.
lacrosse
flrit row: joe mielinski, dan pender, charlet mcnzigian, ken olson, butch taylor, joe leblanc, fran
kennedy. second row: bill zetterland, ted iwanton, steve sacco, george lemmon, cap chenoweth, bill
shields, ston kochonek, paul vajcovec. third row: john seferiadis, don Johnson, jay hammett, pete
helbeck, harry mildonian, pete collctte, bob klauber, jock kelly. fourth row: kyle ondricek, charlie proctor,
john braun, bill bentley, sieve taylor, bill pete, pete kudless, karl papicrnik, dick pankoski. fifth row:
cooch alan king, joe acker, mario tama, dexter eldridge.
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tennis
rick scofield, wait roach, don nitsche, bob stow, charlie peix, jack wilson, jeff heywood.
166
first row: lee taylor, bill menezes, mac king, bob michelin. second row: wait lang, dave dark, major
messer, joe miller, dave wilson, bill mc cann.
fencing
f we can analogize the attainment of honor inhfe to the purchase of fish in a supermarket, we
bot a T T!h ,he PnmaCy °f opportunity:oth re feas.bly attainable commodities opento the general public, of course, the clever mac-kerel-shopper may hunt all day thursday untilhe finds the best specimen for his next evening's
mea
,
whereas someone else may disregard the
orTod tt'
Ca,Ch
,°
f maCkerel f0r
° flank of shark
c . the purchase owes its worth only to hu-
iTaTr h0n°r' ,00 ' 'S " fhe mercy of relativ-"m nd fancy, we interpret honor to satisfy a
mora, appefte. however, the oyster, which too
>s subiect to personal savor, offers rarely theP-e that all men desire: the pearl, praise" likethe oyster's pearl, owes its value to its scarcity
'
-s a matter of chance not choice that the peari
s found, some people hunt the pearl rather thanthe oyster: their honor is then a means to an end
of pra.se. others do not speculate such an end-
IrabirV "
f°r What 'h6y be,ieve * be honlorable. the ou see^ are^
of honor who have made the right catch andhave gotten the pearl.
honor societies

skull
arthur bodwell
laurence hull
gary goshgarian david helming
barry kadets richard ryciek
John ryder brian sinder
Stanley szymanski paul vajcovec
david wait
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who's who
gory goshgarian
david gendron
peter fenner
arthur bodwell
bradley gale
david helming laurence hull
1 68
barry kadets
waiter lankau
victor maroni david mccaffrey thomai mcgee
thomas modzelewski
richard ryczek
paul vajcovec
John ryder
brian sinder
william wandle
thomas newman
william shields
william swanson
Stanley szymanski
david wait
peter Williamson
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carl youngman
tau beta pi
david adams
arthur bodwell peter fenner
david gendron
steven harvey
victor maroni william phillips
david signori
Mi
brian finder
david wait
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peter Williamson
Iff
gk
roger orko
dennis balog
gary goshgarian
pi delta epsilon
david gendron
victor maroni
peter burkott
donald ghiz
laurence hull eugene killian
at
gerald mcgee
david mccaffrey
thomas newman richard ryczek
edward santos paul vajcovec
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eta kappa nu
~ 47
ft*
bernard baron peter fenner
Joseph lacava roberl peura
alfred potvin
david signori
robert varnum
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pi tau sigma
david adams richard erickson
Stephen harvey
paul lilienthal william phillips
john ryder
steven sacco
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chemical honor society
victor dushku
bruce juhola
david gendron
thomas boyle
James knudson
alan cooper
edward iaccarino
ronold lubowicz
victor moroni John spencer frank stone
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chi epsilon
peter baker
martin barone
id
arthur bodwell daniel king
bruce ochieano
george razelos william wandle
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pi tau pi sigma
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david gendron
thomas modzelewski
barry kadets
ronald klay
michael anderson
carlton kilmer
Clifford macdonald
david monkt John o'keef* maurice tilvttlrit brian tinder
alpha psi omega
terrance Harris
Clifford macdonald, jr. robert tolokan
brian wells
the fraternity is alive, it finds life from a single
source, its brothers, it is self-governing, self-
sufficient, and lives purely for its own sake, each
fraternity is unique; each is a reflection of its
members, who are these men? they are the lead-
ers, the followers, the dreamers, the bashful
ones, the athletes, the brains, the playboys, the
artists, the writers, the engineers, each is dif-
ferent, each is sincere, they are bonded by a
concrete concept of brotherhood: a concept that
expands or diminishes, but one that is necessary,
a brother is an organ, only one of many that
must function to keep the fraternity alive.
fraternities
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DAVE MONKS GENE SWEENEY
DAN TANONA BOB RUDD
TOMGANLEY OAVE CLAYTON
JACK MCGRArH DICK MEALING DESHA BE AMIR
f '?
:<
ri dorni mann Ml honi •••' KIKHf HOI ' MBI
BUDDY WATSON
ED RUSSELL
ROLLIE CORWIN
BUTCH ALTENBURG
JIM CLARK
^^
TAK TSUJITA
PHIL GIANTRIS
v^
JACK RYDER
PRESIDENT
ROY CORNELIUS JR
DON TASSONE
JIM DOBROWOLSKI
ANDY MORAN
PETE WILLIAMSON
TREASURER
KEN LINELL
AL JOHNSON
BILL ELLIOTT DICK DRESSER
JERRY MC6EE
RECORDING SECRETARY
ORLANDO MENDEZ
TONY BANTLY
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
JOHN KOPCHIK
GONZALO TROCHEZ
BILL BALUTIS
AL DIPIETRO
7
STEVE VANTINE
DICK COX
HISTORIAN
RON TILLBER6
BILL BENTLEY
JIM BRAITHWAITE DENNY MCOUILLEN
PGD
JACK GARBARINO
BOB LORING
STEVE COTTER
GREG GOULET
HARRY TAYLOR
EDLALLY
PETE DICKERSON
DOUG PIKE
RON GORDON
DAVE ADAMS
PRESiDEY'
GLENN HURST
VICE PRESIOENT
JEFF THWING
SECRETARY
RAY BRODEUR
TREASURER
JOHN WILSON
ass't treasurer
FRANCO BASEGGIO ED IACCARINO ROY WARFIELD RANDY CLOW
DICK LUNDGREN ED FALKOWSKI KIT FOSTER
WHN APOSTDl M DICK FARRELL BILL GOODWIN RAY JACQUES MIKE SALVINI
DICK FWTIER JOHN OOWEN PAUL SCHUSTER WAYNE BLANCHARD
PETE MAR3TON DICK MOORE HENRY SCHNECK ALKIS TSIKLIS
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JOHN SAVIOLI LEE SOLAROLI 2 AE
JOE FERRANTINO KEN PREFONTAINE GLEN PARATH
CLINT INGLEE GARY DYCKMAN JOE ADAMIK RON GOSK DICK SAOOWSKI
AL COUCHON KEN SCHURZKY THANASISCANATSOULIS MARTY GILBERT PAUL KAZEMERSKY
ARTROVETTI JIM LONDREGAN BRAD JOHNSON CHARLIE BLAKE MIKE FLOOD
Si
DAVE MALLEY JOHN WORTHLEY VIN GENEREUX JACK DOWNES
£
M C COSGROVE
PRES'OEJrT
C U MAC DONALD JR
R « PAlMCR
J.TO'KEEFE
»tCE P*£SIWITT
R CASE JR.
TREASURER
S W WANGLE JR
RECORDING SECRETARY
W R PHILLIPS
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
R PTOLOKAN J C OSTROWSKI G N LEMMON FA BENHAM
E AOBERMEYER
v*r€m
L D PHILLIPS
Hi
J P IANNOTTI
C SUND6ER0 B HERRMANN u t HOWMO F X DOLAN JR FRANKI IN
DE APPLEVARD
S.B.WICKERJR
R J ZAVATKAY
A C WARNER JR.
J. W SORROW
R.C BOUCHARD M PRESTON JR
F F. VALEGO
R A CALVERT
J FGOULART
ATO
R C.OLESEN
R K.HUTCHINS
C.R CARLSON
iii an
i i
J.S GILLESPIE I
R E DEGENNARO
R C HOLLER K B HOESTEREY J C LEFEVRE
cifi
2~r' 30SH6M -'.
:-•.:• Williams
JiMOLOZlEY
it
P€T| SHAM, (f
DENNIS BALOG
PETE BURKOTT
STEVE CLOUES
EARLE MEGATHLIN
DICK PANKOSKI
PETE HERftON
EO CURTIS
DAVE LAANANEN
DAVE COOLEY
JOHN BRALEY
CHET SERGEY
DOUG VIZARD
BILL LI6HTFOOT
TKUUM«
VIC KNOROWSKI
LARRY NELSON
TOM NEWMAN
PWS10ENT
GEORGE WHITESIDE
DAVE C0OM8E
JOE PASSARO
DCNNlS HALLWORTH FRANK MANUR JEFF DECKER
DAVE GENDRON
VICE PRESIDENT
HARLIE ENNIS
JAY HAMMETT
RICK SCOFIELD
LEIGH BANTLY
WAYNE P06ZEZNIK
AL BARRETT
PHIL BERUBE
RON OCHMAN
WALLY ROACH
JACK LEWIS
RUSS EOMANDS
RUSS MOREY
©X
DENIS BERUBE
PAUL CASTLE
BOB BOHLIN
BILLMESSER
dM tlM
DON JOHNSON
PAUL MCDONAGH
GARY DEVLIEG
JIM PERKINS BILL ROGERS KEVIN MCOUAIO
B.M JUHOLA
°«E3)D€NT
AC MALCHIOOI
VICE PRESIOEMT
R.O.BENNETT
SECHtTurr
R L BURR
TREASURER
a M SUROWIECKI
T S STARON A N LUHTALA RH ERIKSSON T. P ARCARI R B.GILLIS
R N BROWN RE R OBERBECK R K DAWLESS
R J LOTTERO AW CASE JR
R PGUERTIN
WFNICKERSON
A A SMALARZ RR NEUMAYER
D A HARRIS S E ANDERSON
-
-, iastafi nno T A ZAORYN W J M DOLBOW JS JENKINS
J H.HOLMES J.ALAGANA AXA
R.J. FAZZALARO G.T. POLLNOW
KW GORDON J.R.CRABB W J. RIEGER
R.VPIERSZALOWSKI R.H.SOMERS T.J. MORTIMER W F CARBON I
Afk d
B F BUESEL AS CARRARA R A KENNEDY R A SWANSON A.L.JANKOT
B J GALLAGHER R A NICHOLS R A BALOUCCI J S ROMANO S W. SOUTHARD
DAVE STONE
RON SCHULTZ
J06 LA CAVA
TOM MODZELEWSKI
ED BRABAZON
BENJ BRUNELL
JIM DUNHAM
PETE BAKER
AL SYMONDS
ERIC OULUKSEN JIM BELANGER
DAVE SIGNORI
PRESIDENT
BOB JACOBY
BILL GUIDI
BRUCE GILBERT
CLARK GESSWEIN
VICE PRESIOENT
HAL WRIGHT
BILL JOBERT
TAD KUCERA JR
•Z&^f
JOHN CUTHBERTSON
SECRETARY
DON SMITH JR.
GARY CORAM
JACK WRIGHT
CMVI KA6C* BRUCE OCHIEANO ROM i UBOWK Z
BOB WAITE
$2K
BILL CLARK
TREASURER
MARTY SOJA
TREASURER
te 4
JOHN OLDHAM RICH PIASECKI ROG ARMATA LEN YAPPEL PETE BONDY JOE SLOCIK HARRY VAILLETTE
HUTCH WYMAN RON FINN PETE BARBOUR RENE LAPIERRE
FRED KOWALESKI
REIN OLVET
RAY HOPKINS WALT KUC2EK
ERIC SWEED
TIM HESTER
ROG GARIEPY BILL N»WTON
CHARLIE SLAMA
R08ER"' j GEIGER
J MICHAEL ANDERSON JAMES E GAFFNEY
BRUCE R WEBBER
ARTHUR R. BODWELL BRADLEY T. GALE
DONALD C CARLSON
PHILIP I BACHELDER
DONALD G MUNSON
PAUL LILCNTMAL WILLIAM S INGALLS A STANLEY KOCHANEK RONALD G GREENE JOHN P JACOBSON RUSSELL H KOELSCH
STEVEN B SACCO
£
RICHAROA OOWNE
PETER B KIRSCHMANN MALCOLM A MACGREGOfi JOHN K WRIGHT ROBERT D KLAUBER
CHARLES E HUNNICUTT PETER A HEIBECK JAMES F MILLS RONALD C HAYDEN
f»NC?T f CMf (OwfTM
OOMALO A OMIZ
ROBERT R DANGELMAYER CARL S HANSON ALLAN W LOW JAN W MOREN STEPHEN J HEBERT
i
fJEl BERT M KIMBALL WILLIAM t ZETTERLUNO CHARLES H DUFOUR ROBERT M HOLT
(^
-f i. u it «••,[ t> • •A ('I' ./.w JOHN fruit OAVIO w GEIGER
JEFFREY E HEYWOOD GARNER W DUVALL
RICHARD E GOODELL
LYNNABIUCKIE STEWART W NELSON
KYLE JONDRICEK
EARL A. SCOTT
WILLIAM E SULLIVAN
DONALD P GIVENS STEPHEN K.TAYLOR
PAUL F PETERSON
RICHARD B NELSON PETER K SOMMER
CARL J WALDEN MftftEL J. KOST
2$E
HERBERT R BROWN
ROBERT G. HASSE
WILLIAM R COOPER
GUNNAR J.STALEMARK
CHARLES H GOODSPEED
DAVID K HEEBNER
HUGO W CROFT
GEORGE EC BATTEN
J ROGER DAUGHERTY
ARTHUR a FLOWER
JOHN L STUMPP
DONALD G LUTZ
OOUGLAS P BOBSEINE
ROGER C BINKERD
DOUGLAS W KLAUBER
ROBERT C YOUNG
RAYMOND C ROGERS
STEPHEN W PETROFF
ROBERT A SINUC GEORGE E GRIMMELL FRED M TURCOTTE ROY C FEDOTOFF JOHN E ROGOZENSKI
PAUL A VAJCOVEC
c
jftl Jl
r:^
EUGENE S KILLIAN PETER CTROMBi STANLEY SZYMANSKI PHILIP BRYAN
'm
VICT0» A MARONI FRANK J PlNHACK JR MAURICE R SILVES'RlS DAVIDS LARUE
albert j metrik robert s najaka
WILLIAM F SHIELDS JOHN D CAMERA
A JlAlihJi**
PETER R COLLETTE JOHN T HART
ROBER* ROUNDS JR MILTON PDENTCH RICHARD H RYCZEK MICHAEL J CAVANAGH
PAUL L GIUSTI
JOSEPH GRACIA ROBERT H CAHILL DAVID S SAWICKI
OWMAt HOPPCR RAYMONCjl M • IV JOHN F HENRICKSON JR MICHAEL S DEMBSKI
RiCHARO 8 KENNEOY
MICHAEL F OLIVER PATRICK T MORAN
CHARLES J DESIMONE EUGENE R DIONNE GERARD G CHAREST
MICHAEL T PORTANOVA RUSSELL 8 TRASK
PETER J BOWES LAWRENCE A PENONCELLO
LEONARD H KULLIS CHARLES J OURKIN JR ALBERT L GIANNOTTI
RAYMOND PSEGUIN
31 rjai D i ''• ''>•'
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MICHAfl R MAUHO
/.LONE THOMAS J TRAFIDLO H SINCLAIR FORREST L THOMAS BENOIT JR
2
LAURENCE F MULL
JOHNRCAHALEN J.RONALD CRUMP A RALPH FIORE
MICHAEL CNAPOLITANO RONALDATATA CHRISTOPHER G BRADBURY
JOHN J BRAUN JOSEPH J PASTIC JAMES A. COCCI
.
1ft
STEPHEN J FORMICA BRIAN N BELANGER
JAMES A MARONEv ROBERT J COATS ANDREW J KUDARAUSKAS
GEORGE WMITSCHANG
RONALD FNAVENT
I
PETER J KUDLESS
$K©
LEONARD E ODELL LAWRENCE F FOLLOM
JOHN G.RAHAIM EUGENE J BALDRATE
JAMES M LAWSON
CHESTER J PATCH LESLIE J PAYNE
CHARLES M WOJEWODA FRANK E MAGIERA GARY E BOSSAK
MICHAEL J TRUE
Cj
STEPHEN BSTATZ
LSONARD J LAMBERTI THOMAS EKELLEY
CHARLES T KELLY RONALD A JOLICOEUR
FREDERICK G THUMM CARMEN M DELLA VECCHIA
PAUL S KENNEDY
DAVID R COLLETTE FRANCIS J BRADY JOHN H.SOULLIERE BILL J ST HILAIRE THOMAS F LENEHAN
BRIAN SINGER ELLCOT WYNER
PHILIP BAKER
HOWARD SHORE
M ,W | -MiS
SANDY GRACE
JERRY WEINSTEIN STEVE MITTLEMAN
JERKY KAPLAN
DAVID LUBER
ALAN GROSS
i rfft
HOWARD SACHS
^*v
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HOWARD ROTHMAN
ROBERT STERNSCHEIN EDWARO SIEGEL
STEVE RUDNICK
STEPHEN KAISER
ARNOLD MILLER
T
NORM A DWARTZ
HOUSC MAMAOER
HOWARD SHERRY
TREASURER
BARRY KADETS EDWARD MENCOW
WILLIAM ROSEN MARVIN BERGER
WILLIAM BAKER
JOEL MILLER
JOHN FELDMAN
FREDERICK H.SIFF
PLEDOE MASTER.
MIKE D SHAPIRO
VICE PRESIDENT
CARL M. YOUNGMAN
PRESIDENT AEII
in «
STEVEN SUTKER DAVID SCHWABER GREG BERRY STEVEN BOfiAKS
LEN FELDMAN JORDAN DERN
#
MURRAY FRIEDMAN EDDCHEFFETZ STEVE BEGES GERALD NIMBERG
JAY SEGAL ROBERT LEVINE MELVYN SACK JERRY PARKER ROBERT PLUM STEPHEN BERMAN DAVID SIGEL
Aii d
MARTIN LEVINE DAVID BURWEN MICHAEL BARR EDWARD BOTWICK THEODORE POSTOL STEVEN FRIEDMAN DANIEL COIFMAN
STEVEN SCHUMER MARKOLKEN JOHN SONNE ALAN SIDMAN STEVE LUBER CHARLES SISITSKY RALPH RIVKINO
% i.
JOHN LINDQUIST LARRY HULL BRUCE MACCABEE CHARLIE FLUGEL
PRESIDENT
MAC HARPER BOB 8RIDGMAN JOHN LAWSON JOHN WETHERELL BOB ALLISON STEVE NOBLE STU BOWEN
STEVE ERHARD BILL EIDT JIM GUSTAFSON DEN BARLOW JOHN ZWYNER BRUCE WILLERUP
V-
CHARLIE PIKE BOB ZAHNKE JERRY LUCAS DAVE JOHNSON PAUL MALNATI
PHILIP HOPKINSON PETE LUKESH STEVE ALPERT JOHN KILGUSS
LARRY OOOCH PAUL MILNE MURPH MURPHY RUSS BONE
y**"^v
ljP
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DICK PARZUCHOWSKI
VICE PRESIOENT
BILL BONO
JECKCTMY w
RICK CARLE
RICK PLUMMER
LARRY HILL
BUTCH GORDON
JOE WHALEN
CARL SCHENKER
CHAS SEAVER
TOM PEASE
CHIP ROGERS
TKE
PETE BEHMKE DAVE TORONE
JOHN PETRIE PETE GRAY
MAL WHITE JR. CAM HYDE
JACK LIPSEY
MIKE WENIS
BOB THOMPSON
TED PERO
ROB MC ANDREW CRAIG VANDENBERO
PHIL NYBERG
RAY O'CONNELL
HEY WILLIAMS
RANDY RAND
TEO SEMPLE DICK SYMONDS
1KENNETH W BROWN
p»6s nan
JOSEPH J OSVALD
V'CE PRESIOENT
JOHN P STONE
SECRETARY
mh
WILLIAM H WHARTON
TREASURER
KENNETH D ALLARD JAMES A KEITH ROBERT E.TOWLE
JORGE L ROSQUETE
RICHARD A STONE
PAUL J SROKA CHARLES SFRARY III
RICHARD W REYNOLDS
JOHN EGIESE III
LAWRENCE E PIHL
JEFFREY S CHEYNE MICHAEL W BOYD KEITH L KNOWLTON
MARK P EMERY sn
ALAN M.SUYDAM
ALLEN A SWEET
PAUL M.BUJAK
WALTER C. DODD
JOHN R SIMONDS
REIN C FREEBERG
THOMAS F.CLEARY GEORGE B DODSON
ROBERT R.MICHELIN DAVID J ASQUITH
c
I
ALAN H MILLER STANLEY PPIETREWICZ RICHARD L PHILLIPS
it would be naive to say that we are just TECH-
MEN without further considering the symphony
of complexities that constitute all men. we are
not a unique brand, there is no quasi-TECHMAN,
no stereotype, no one image, we are an aggre-
gate of the highest rationality, the most delicate
passions, and the purest individuality, from our
principles of cause and effect to our maxims on
human propriety we differ, we are none the like;
yet, we are fragments of the same egocentric
stock, and here we are before you in our final
stance of academic warfare, we have won. yet
not without having lost a bit of youth, that which
remains is what some may consider maturity and
what others hope to be engineers, we still like
to believe the entity endured and the intellect
sustained, appreciate us for yesterday's endur-
ance
. .
respect us for tomorrow's attainment.
tech student
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John f. kennedy
can we ever forget THIS HIGH MAN?
memonam
sterling gedratis
"yet ah, that spring should vanish with the rose!
that youth's sweet-scented manuscript should close!'
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david orin adams
Ogunquit, Maine
Mechanical Engineering
"Orin"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
TBn, TITS
Track 1, 2, 3; Tech Senate 2; I.F.
Council 3, 4; Fraternity Pres.; Pi Tau
Sigma Vice-Pres.
kenneth dominie allard
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Chemistry "Moose"
Sigma Pi
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman Club
2, 3, 4; Lens & Lights 3, 4.
raymond Joseph agnello
New Britain, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering "Ray"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Track 1; Basketball 1; Glee Club 1 ;
Octet 1, 2, 3.
richard lassen ailing
West Hartford, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Dick"
Hockey Club 1.
Christopher robert almy
Marblehead, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Chris-
Arts Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Radio Club
1; AS.ME 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.
robert paton allison
Yonkers, New York
Chemical Engineering "Bob'
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Nautical Ass'n. 1; Rifle Club 1
A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
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douglas wayne anderson
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Doug"
Phi Kappa Theta
Auto Club 3, 4; Newman Club 2, 3,
4; A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
james michael anderson
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering .
"Mike"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
nTIIE
Basketball 1; Swimming 2; A.S.M.E.
2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Col.
kurt david anderson
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Kurt'
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Soccer 1, 2; Swimming 1, 2.
Stanley Joseph andrysiak
Holyoke, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Stan"
Soccer 1; A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
albert charles angelovich
Torrington, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Al"
roger louis arko
Hibbing, Minnesota
Electrical Engineering "Rog"
Phi Kappa Theta
IIAE
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER
2; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Business
Mgr. 4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 3, 4; Phi
Delta Epsilon Treas.
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peter baker
Middlebury, Vermont
Civil Engineering "Pete"
Phi Sigma Kappa
XE
Lacrosse 1; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
anthony william bantly
Glastonbury, Connecticut
Chemistry "Tony"
Phi Gamma Delta
dennis wilson balog
Reading, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Buster"
Theta Chi
riAE
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Photography
Ed. 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Photography
Ed. 4; Camera Club 1, 4; Newman
Club 1, 4; I.E.E.E. 4; I.F. Council 4.
robert moore barned
Delmar, New York
Electrical Engineering "Bob"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Band 1, 2; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
bernard baron
Brockton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bernie"
IIKN
Radio CVlub 3, 4; Shield 2, 3, 4;
I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
thomas Stanley baron
West Warren, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Tom"
Crou Country 1 | Newman Club 1
,
2, 3, 4 ; A.S.C.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
alfred andrew bartkiewicz
White Plains, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Fred"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, News Ed. 4;
PEDDLER 2; Auto Club 1, 2; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
martin ralph barone
New Haven, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Marty"
XE
A.S.C.E. 3, 4.
david franklin beaber
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania
Physics "Dave"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Rifle Club 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Glee
Club 1, 2, Vice-Pres. 3, 4; Octet 1,
2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 1 , 2, 3, Vice-
Pres. 4; A. I. P. 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club
3, 4.
ralph frederich bedford
Bedford, Massachusetts
Chemistry "Ralph"
Alpha Tau Omega
Track 1; Masque 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Ma-
jor; Skeptical Chyms. 3, 4.
robert gordon bennett
Osterville, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Little Joe"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Baseball "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Masque 1; A.S.M.E.
1, 2, 3, 4.
thaddeus betts
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Thad"
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arthur richard bodwell
North Haven, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Art"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, Skull, TBn, XE
Football 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Baseball 1,
"W" 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4; Varsity Club
2, 3, 4; Council of Pres. 3, Sec-
Treas. 4; Chi Epsilon Pres.; A.S.C.E.
2, 3, Pres. 4; Class Treas. 3, 4.
frederick olaf borgeson
Meriden, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Fred"
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, Treas. 4; I.R.E.
1, 2; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
stuart preston bowen
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Stu'
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Basketball 1, 2; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
thomas michael boyle
South Norwalk, Connecticut
Chemistry "Tom"
C.H.S.
Newman Club 1, 2; Skeptical Chyms.
1, 2, 3, 4.
john francis bradley
N. Smithfield, Rhode Island
Chemical Engineering
"Brad"
Phi Kappa Theta
Cross Country 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Track
1, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2; Newman Club
1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
robert benjamin bridgman
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Bob"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Lacrosse 1; Nautical Club 1, 2; Band
1.
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terry allerton briggs
Brattleboro, Vermont
Electrical Engineering
"Terry"
dermis knight briefer
Trenton, New Jersey
Electrical Engineering
"Denny"
raymond francis brodeur
Myerstown, Pennsylvania
Electrical Engineering "Muff"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
benjamin douglas brunell
Foxboro, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Ben"
Phi Sigma Kappa
TECH NEWS 1; PEDDLER 1; Newman
Club 1, 2; Semi Simple Group 3,
Vice-Pres. 4.
Stephen burr brownell
Newport, Rhode Island
Civil Engineering "Steve"
Theta Chi
Cross Country 2, 3, Mgr. 4; PEDDLER
1, 2, 3, 4; Masque 2, 3; A.S.C.E.
2, 3, 4.
prabhol buranasiri
Bangkok, Thailand
Electrical Engineering "Doy"
Soccer 2; Cosmopolitan Club 1, 2, 3,
4.
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peter paul burkott, jr.
Westfield, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Pete"
Theta Chi
IIAE
Baseball 2, Ass t Mgr. 3; Ski Club
3, 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Advertising
Mgr. 4; Radio Club 1, 3, 4; Council
of Pres. 4; I.E.E.E. 2, 3, Pres. 4.
John della camera
West Hartford, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "J.C."
Phi Kappa Theta
Soccer 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Varsity Club
3, 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; PED-
DLER 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.S.C.E. 2, 3, Sec. 4.
francis xavier caradonna
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Frank-
Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Pershing Rifles 1, 2.
richard george carle
Derby, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Rick"
Masque 1; Newman Club 1; I.E.E.E.
2, 3, 4; Pershing Rifles 1
.
alien whitmore case, jr.
Bristol, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Mover"
Lambda Chi Alpha
richard deering case, jr.
Harvard, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
Alpha Tau Omega
Soccer 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Glee Club
1, 2, 3, 4.
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kevin emmet casey
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Casey"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Arts Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
krishnakumar vithaldas
chaudhary
Bombay, India
Chemical Engineering
Steven tracy churchill
Morrisville, Vermont
Electrical Engineering
"Steve"
Theta Chi
Soccer 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Octet 3.
ernest emerson chenoweth
Hanson, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Cap"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Football 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Lacrosse 1, 2,
"W" 3, 4; Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3,
4; Ski Club 1, 2, 3, Sec. 4; Varsity
Club 3; PEDDLER 3; Auto Club 1, 2,
3,4.
william Harrison dark, in
Delman, New York
Chemical Engineering "Bill"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Rifle Club 2; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; Fra-
ternity Treas. 3, 4.
bruce connell
Natick, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bruce"
Glee Club 1 ; Band 1.
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alan knight cooper
Ipswich, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Coop"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
C.H.S.
Cheerleader 1, "W" 2. richard douglas cox
Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida
Mathematics "Dick"
Phi Gamma Delta
Cross Country 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Track
1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Wrestling Club 1,
2; Nautical Ass'n. 3; Varsity Club 4.
william alfred cote
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Bill"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Ass't Circula-
tion Mgr. 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3,
4; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
anthony croce
Danielson, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Tony"
Lambda Chi Alpha
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; Auto Club
2; A.S.M.E. 4; S.A.E. 4.
edward louis cure
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemicla Engineering "Ed"
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; Pershing Rifles 1,
2; R.O.T.C. 1st It
marshall waiter cross
Slatersville, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
"Marsh"
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4, R.O.T.C.
1st Lt.
2or,
edward Joseph curtis, jr.
N. Wilmington, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Ed"
Theta Chi
Ski Club 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1,
2; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club
2; Band 1, 2; Masque 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E.
2, 3, 4; Class Sec. 2.
robert reid dangelmayer
Waltham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dangles"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Wrestling Club 2; Nautical Ass'n. 1,
2, 3, 4; Ski Club 3, 4; Masque 3, 4.
james richard davis
Nashua, New Hampshire
Chemical Engineering "Jim"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Swimming 1; Bridge Club 1,2,3, 4;
A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
milton peter dentch
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Milt"
Phi Kappa Theta
Nautical Ass'n. 2; A.S.M.E. 4.
david allyn dimock
East Longmeadow, Mass.
Electrical Engineering
"Dave"
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 1.
victor Stanley dolat
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Vic"
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peter lynn dornemann
Needham, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Pete"
Phi Gamma Delta
Basketball 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; PEDDLER
2. robert edward drean
Norwich, Connecticut
Physics "Bob"
Theta Chi
Track 2, 3; Wrestling Ciub "W" 1,
2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4; Glee Club
I, 2, 3; A.I. P. 2, 3; Class Vice-Pres.
william james dowd
Grafton, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Bill"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Rifle Club 1; Camera Club 1, 2;
Chess Club 3, 4.
raymond george dube
Forestville, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Ray"
Phi Kappa Theta
Nautical Assn. 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH
NEWS 2, 3; Council of Pres. 4;
I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1,
2, 3, Pres. 4.
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james clayton dunham
Kinderhook, New York
Civil Engineering "Jim'
Phi Sigma Kappa
Hockey Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
victor angelo dushku
Boston, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Vic"
Phi Sigma Kappa
CHS.
Cross Country 1; Track 1, 2; Nauti-
cal Assn. 2; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
charles richard elfreich
Freeport, New York
Civil Engineering "Charlie"
Football 1; Basketball 1; Arts So-
ciety 1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3;
Tech Senate 1; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
charles ronald ennis
Brooklyn, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Charlie"
Theta Chi
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2; TECH NEWS 1,
2, 3; PEDDLER 2, 3.
harold John erickson, jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Harry"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
I.E.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
richard holger eriksson
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dick"
Lambda Chi Alpha
nrs
TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 3, 4;
I.F. Council 3, 4.
richard farrell
Stoneham, Massachusetts
Physics "Dick"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Lacrosse 1; Glee Club 1, 3, 4; New-
man Club 1, 2; A. I. P. 4; Semi Simple
Group 1, 2; Cheerleader 1, "W"
Capt. 2, 3.
peter richards fenner
Cranston, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering "Pete"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, TBTJ, HKN
Wrestling Club 1, 2; Nautical Ass'n.
1, 2, 3, 4; Ski Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Advertising
Mgr. 4; Auto Club 1, 2, 3; Council
of Pres. 3, 4; Tech Senate 4.
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william edward ferguson
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Fergie"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Football 2; Lacrosse 2, 3; PEDDLER
3; Protestant Christian Fellowship 1 ;
R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
charles waiter flugel
Plainfield, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Charlie"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Boyntonians 3, 4; Band 1, 2; Cam-
era Club 4; Fraternity Pres.
waiter brigham fohlin
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Walt"
james edward gaffney
Sandy Hook, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Jim"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Soccer 1, "W" 2, 3, 4 ; Ski Club 4;
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
bradley thomas gale
Springfield, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Duke"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Make-Up Ed. 4;
PEDDLER 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Tech Senate 1, 2, 3; Class Pres. 1, 2
John thomas ganley
Suffield, Connecticut
Mathematics "Tom"
Phi Gamma Delta
Basketball "W" 2, 3, 4; Soccer "W"
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; Semi Simple Group
3.
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robert james geiger
Torrington, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Bob"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Basketball 1, 2; I.F. Council 4
ronald Joseph gemma
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Ron"
Phi Kappa Theta
Football 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Clob 1, 2, 3, 4.
frederick dark gesswein
Baldwin, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Clark"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Boyntonians 2, 3; Band 1, 2; Radio
Club 1, 2, 4; R.O.T.C. 1st It.; I.E.E.E.
2, 3; Fraternity Vice-Pres.
robert lyman garrison
Andover, Massachusetts
Physics "Bob"
Cross Country "W" 2, 3, 4; Track
1, 2.
ralph douglas gelling
Malverne, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Ralph"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Basketball 1; TECH NEWS 1; Glee
Club 1.
david louis gendron
Holyoke, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Dave"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, C.H.S., TBIT,
tjae, nTns
Swimming "W" 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS
2, 3; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Managing
Ed. 4; Boyntonians 1, 2, 3, 4; Band
1, 2; R.O.T.C. Major; Fraternity Vice-
Pres.; Chemical Honor Society Pres.;
Tau Beta Pi Sec.
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donald albert ghiz
West Roxbury, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Don"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
IIAE
Lacrosse 2; Swimming 1, 2, 3, Mgr.
4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Business Mgr.
4; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, Sec. 4.
jon gjestvang
Skreia, Norway
Mechanical Engineering
"Jon"
Cosmopolitan Club 3, Sec. 4.
willard witherspoon
goodwin, jr.
Needham, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Spoon"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Track 4; Football 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2;
Ski Club 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2; Octet
2, 3, 4; Protestant Christian Fellow-
ship 2, 3, 4; Council of Pres. 3;
A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4; Fraternity Pres.
daniel floyd gorman
Brookline, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Dan"
Football 1, 3; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Tech Senate 1
.
John gowen
South Natick, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"John"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Cheerleader 1, "W" 2.
gary goshgarian
Hartford, Connecticut
Physics "Gosh"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, Skull, IIAE
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Feature Ed. 4;
PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Copy Ed. 4; Glee
Club 1, 2; Masque 2; Council of
Pres. Speaker 4; Tech Senate 4;
S.S.C. 3, A IP. 2, 3, Pres. 4; Class
Historian.
olan ronald gross
Sharon, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Al"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Band 2; Bridge Club 3; R.O.T.C. 1st
Lt.
samuel knight grace
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Sandy"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
PEDDLER 1; Bridge Club 1, 2, 4;
I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
John eric gulliksen
Cheshire, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Snake"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Rifle Club "W" 1, Capt. 2, Pre*. 3,
4; PEDDLER 3; Arts Society 2, 3, 4;
Council of Pres. 3, 4; Pershing Rifles
1, 2; R.O.T.C. Capt.
carl catino guastaferro
Stoneham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Gus"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Ski Club 3, 4; TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4;
Radio Club 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
edward james hanna, in
Keene, New Hampshire
Mechanical Engineering
"Jim"
Phi Gamma Delta
Track "W" 1, 3, 4; Football 1; Auto
Club 1.
terrance beckwith harris
Monument Beach, Mass.
Chemical Engineering
"Terry"
Alpha Tau Omega
Baseball 1, 2; TECH NEWS 3; PED-
DLER 3; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C.
Capt. I.F. Council 3, 4.
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Stephen andrew harvey
New Providence, New Jersey
Mechanical Engineering
"Steve"
Phi Gamma Delta
TBn, nTS
Soccer I, "W" 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4;
A.S.M.E. 3, 4; Pi Tau Sigma Cor-
responding Sec.
david young healy
San Diego, California
Civil Engineering "Dave'
A.S.C.E. 3, 4.
richard frank healing
Easton, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Dick-
Phi Gamma Delta
Track 4; Ski Club 4; Glee Club 3,
4; Octet 3, 4; Newman Club 3, 4.
william Joseph healy
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Bill"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3; R.O.T.C. 2nd
Lt.
;
I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
richard herbert hedlund
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Rich"
Nautical Assn. 2, 4; TECH NEWS
1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. lit It.; Pershing Rifles 1,
2, 3, A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4.
roy ernest hebert, jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Roy"
Swimming 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
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david andrew helming
Bristol, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Dave"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, Skull
Track 1, 2, "W" 3, Co-Capt. 4;
Basketball 1, 2, "W" 3, Co-Capt. 4,
Varsity Club 3, 4; A.S.C.E. 3, 4;
Class Vice-Pres. 3, 4; Fraternity Pres.
alfred henry hemingway, jr.
Leominster, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Al"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
thomas gordon hopper
Framingham, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Grass"
Phi Kappa Theta
Hockey Club 1, 2; TECH NEWS 1, 2,
3, 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 4; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
james bartlett howell
Chilmark, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Jim"
larry goodsell hull
Newington, Connecticut
Mathematics "Larry"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Wrestling Club 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER
1.
laurence francis hull
Gardner, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Larry"
Phi Kappa Tiieta
Who's Who, Skull, IIAE
Baseball 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1 , 2, 3,
Editor-in-Chief 4; PEDDLER 1, 2;
Council of Pres. 3, 4; Tech Senate
3, 4; Fraternity Pres.
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edward paul iaccarino
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Yak"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
C.H.S.
PEDDLER 2; Council of Pres. 4;
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, Pres. 4.
william sherrod ingalls, jr.
Groton, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Bill"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Track lj Wrestling Club 2, Mgr,
"W" 3; Varsity Club 3; Band 2.
raymond gordon Johnson, jr.
Devon, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Ray"
Nautical Ass'n. 1 ; Boyntonians 3, 4;
Band 1, 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
philip ivar Johnson
Manchester, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Phil"
Radio Club 1, 2; I.E.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4;
Semi Simple Group 1, 2.
barry Joseph kadets
Brookline, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Barry"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Who's Who, Skull, I I'll IX
Football 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2, 3, "W"
4; R.O.T.C. Major; Tech Senate 3,
4; S.S.C. Sec. 2; I.F. Council 3, 4;
Athletic Council Sec. 2, Treat. 3;
Class Pres 3, 4.
bruce martin juhola
Danielson, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
"Bruce"
Lambda Chi Alpha
C.H.S.
Ski Club 3, 4 ; TECH NEWS 2, 3,
Circulation Mgr. 4; Glee Club 1 ;
Camera Club 2; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4, I.F.
Council 3.
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william Joseph kaszeta
North Haven, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Bill"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 2, 3;
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd
LI.
james Joseph kaput
Chicopee, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Jim"
Track 1, 2; Football 1; Nautical
Ass'n. 4; Masque 4; Newman Club
1; Semi Simple Group 3, 4.
eugene Stanley killian
Taunton, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Gene"
Phi Kappa Theta
IIAE
Tennis 1; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, News
Ed. 4; PEDDLER 2, 3, Make-Up Ed.
4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E.
2, 3, 4.
carleton franklin kilmer, jr.
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Skip"
nrns
Debating Club 3, Sec.-Treas. 4;
R.O.T.C. Capt.; Council of Pres. 4;
A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
delbert murray kimball
Framingham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Del"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Hockey Club "W" 1 , 2, 3, Co-Capt.
4; TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 1;
Radio Club 4; Council of Pres. 4.
daniel Stephen king
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Dan'
XE
A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
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jon clav klafstad
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Jon"
Cosmopolitan Club 3, Pres. 4; Coun-
cil of Pres. 4.
ronald parker klay
So. Braintree, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Ron"
Alpha Tau Omega
nrns
Soccer 1 ; R.O.T.C. Capt.; Council of
Pres. 4; A.S.M.E. 3, 4; Pershing
Rifles 1, 2, 3, 4.
james claus knudson
Niagara Falls, New York
Chemical Engineering "Jim"
C.H.S.
Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Protestant Chris-
tian Fellowship I, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E.
3, 4.
adam Stanley kochanek
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Stan"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lacrosse 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Glee Club
2, 3, 4.
paul stover krantz
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Paul"
Phi Gamma Delta
R.O.T.C. 1st Lf.
lawrence mark krasner
Springfield, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Larry"
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david horton laananen
Wakefield, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Theta Chi
Baseball 2; PEDDLER 2; Protestant
Christian Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
james John krusas
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Jim"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Joseph louis lacava
Waltham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Joe"
Phi Sigma Kappa
HKN
Football 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2; Nauti-
cal Ass'n. 3, 4; Arts Society 1, 2, 3,
4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
waiter edward lankau, jr.
Portland, Maine
Chemical Engineering
"Lank"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who
Basketball 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Lacrosse
1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3,
Pres. 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Council of Pres. 4; A.I.Ch.E. 4; Fra-
ternity Vice- Pres.
michael Stephen lajoie
Holden, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Steve"
Theta Chi
Lacrosse 2; TECH NEYS 1, 2; PED-
DLER 1, 2; Masque 1; Camera Club
1, 2, 3; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
bruce waiter larsen
Demarest, New Jersey
Electrical Engineering
"Bruce"
Theta Chi
PEDDLER 2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3,
Pres. 4; Boyntonians 1, 2, 3, 4;
Band 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4; R.O.T.C.
Capt.; Council of Pres. 4; I.E.E.E. 2;
Fraternity Sec.
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John boughton lawson
Middletown, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Jack"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Cheerleader 1, "W" 2, 3, 4.
louis anthony lemone
Woburn, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Lou"
Newman Club 1
.
paul anderson lilienthal
South Newfane, Vermont
Mechanical Engineering
"Lili"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
IIT2
Soccer 2, 3, 4; Tennis 2, 3; A.S.M.E.
4; R.O.T.C. Capt.
john richard lindquist
Northboro, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Link"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
donald robert lippe
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Don"
michael angelo littizzio
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Mike"
Phi Kappa Theta
Football "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball
1; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH
NEWS 1.
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charles Joseph lombardo
Trenton, New Jersey
Physics "Charlie"
Newman Club 1.
John roger lonergan
Oakham, Massachusetts
Chemistry "Long John"
Skeptical Chyms. 2, 3, 4; Shields 2,
3, 4.
robert james lottero
Walpole, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Chas"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Cheerleader 2.
arthur nicholas luhtala
New Ipswich, New Hampshire
Civil Engineering "Jumbo"
Lambda Chi Alpha
A.S.C.E. 3, 4.
ronald edwin lubowicz
Adams, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Lubo"
Phi Sigma Kappa
C.H.S.
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2; Ski Club 1, 2
PEDDLER 3; Arts Society 1, 2, 3, 4
Octet 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2
R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
John richard lundgren
East Longmeadow, Mass.
Electrical Engineering
"Rich"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Basketball 1; Bridge Club 4; Protes-
tant Christian Fellowship 3, 4;
I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Fraternity Pres.
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Clifford monson macdonald jr.
Boylston, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Cliff"
Alpha Tau Omega
niTIS, A*fi
Golf 1, 2; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4j
R.O.T.C. Major; A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4.
david donald mccaffrey
Swansea, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Dave"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, IIAE
Lacrosse 1, "W" 2, 3, Capt. 4;
Hockey Club I, "W" 2, 3, Capt. 4;
Varsity Club 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS I,
2, 3, Make-Up Ed. 4; Newman Club
1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 4; Fraternity
Sec. 4.
thomas gerald mcgee
Needham, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Jerry"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, ITAE
Cross Country "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-
Capt. 4; Track "W" 1 , 2, 3, 4; Var-
sity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 3;
Newman Club 3, 4; Tech Senate 4;
S.S.C. 2, 3, Pres. 4; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4 ;
Fraternity Sec.; Pi Delta Epsilon Sec.
bruce sargent maccabee
Rutlaad, Vermont
Physics "Macs"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, Sec. 4, Arts So
ciety 1, 2, 3, 4; A. I. P. 1, 2, 3, 4;
Boyntoniant 1, 2, 3, 4; Pershing
Riflei 1, 2.
sterling ross mcfee
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Butch"
John andrew mcgrath, jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Jack'
Phi Gamma Delta
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Track "W
1, 2, Co-Capt. 3, 4.
John charles macko
Beverly, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"John"
Alpha Tau Omega
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, 4; Masque
1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
alfred charles malchiodi
New London, Connecticut
Erectrical Engineering
"Belly"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Band 1, 2; Camera Club 2, 3; New-
man Club 1, 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
victor august maroni
Clifton, New Jersey
Chemistry "Vic"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, C.H.S., TBII, IIAE
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Copy Ed. 4;
PEDDLER 2, 3; Newman Club 2, 3, 4.
peter marston
Westbrook, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Pete"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Nautical Ass'n. 1, Capt. 2.
waiter wentworth massie
Wrentham, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Walt"
A.S.C.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
edward richard mencow
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Menmoose"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Camera Club 1; A. I. P. 3, 4.
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ernest benjamin mercer
Bedford, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Ernie"
Cosmopolitan Club 3, 4.
albert John metrik
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Al"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3; PEDDLER 2;
Masque 3; Newman Club 1, 2, 3;
I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
thomas james modzelewski
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Moe"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Who"s Who, UTTI2
Lacrosse 1, 2, 4; Hockey Club "W"
1, 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Arts Society 1, 2, Pres. 3, Vice-Pres.
4; Newman Club 1; A.S.M.E. 1, 2,
3, 4; R.O.T.C. Major; I.F. Council 2,
3, Pres. 4; Council of Pres. 3, 4.
Steven david mittleman
Providence, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
"Steve"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Arts Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1,
Semi Simple Group 1, 2.
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david edwin monks
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Phi Gamma Delta
rrmi
Cross Country "W" 1 , 2, 3, 4; Track
"W" I, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2,
3, 4 ; R.O.T.C. Lt. Col.
harold emit monde, jr.
Woodbridge, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Hal"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Bridge Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Christian
Fellowship 2, 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 3;
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
robert hirtle morse
West Boylston, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Auto Club 3, 4; Radio Club 1; Pro-
testant Christian Fellowship 1, 2, 3,
Pres. 4; Council of Pres. 4; I.E.E.E.
2, 3, 4.
robert edward mournighan
Warwick, Rhode Island
Chemical Engineering "Bob"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
gerald myron myers
Providence, Rhode Island
Mathematics "Myron"
robert Stephen najaka
Suffield, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Phi Kappa Theta
Soccer 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Lacrosse 1,
2; TECH NEWS 2, 3; PEDDLER 2.
thomas benjamin newman, jr.
Coventry, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, IIAE
Cross Country 2; Track 1; Lacrosse
2; Rifle Club 1; Ski Club 3, 4;
PEDDLER 2, 3, Ass't. Editor-in-Chief
4; Pi Delta Epsilon Pres.; I.E.E.E. 2,
3, Vice-Pres. 4; Fraternity Pres.
Stephen corliss noble
Portland, Maine
Physics "Steve"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Radio Club 1; Bridge Club 1; A.I. P.
3, 4; Semi Simple Group 1; Frater-
nity Sec.
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Stephen gary o'brian
Brockton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Steve"
Glee Club 1; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Semi Simple Group 1.
John thomas o'keefe
Brockton, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Jack"
Alpha Tau Omega
TITTIE
Glee Club 3, 4; Band 1, 2; R.O.T.C.
Lt. Col.; Fraternity Vice-Pres.
bruce altan ochieano
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Oakie"
Phi Sigma Kappa
XE
Basketball 1; Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2;
Ski Club 4; PEDDLER 3; R.O.T.C. 1st
Lt.; A.S.C.E. 1, 2, 3, Vice-Pres. 4.
james waiter oldziey
New Britain, Connecticut
Mathematics "Jim"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 2; PEDDLER 1 , 2, 3, 4;
Masque 1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2,
3, 4; Council of Pres. 4; Semi Simple
Group 2, 3, Pres. 4.
John Chester ostrowski
Peabody, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"John"
Alpha Tau Omega
TECH NEWS 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Octet 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman Club
1; Pershing Rifles 1, 2; R.O.T.C.
Capt.; A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4.
harry lee owlett
Rochester, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Harry"
Theta Chi
PEDDLER 1; Camera Club 1; A.S.M.E.
1, 2, 3, 4.
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james alfred parker
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Jim"
Phi Sigma Kappa
robert walker palmer
Holden, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Alpha Tau Omega
I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
robert eugene parker
Rockville, Connecticut
Chemistry "Bob"
Skeptical Chyms. 2, 3, 4.
carl raymond pearson
Paxton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Carl-
Radio Club 1; I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
richard Stanley parzuchowski
Danbury, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
"Dick"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; I.F. Council 3, 4;
Fraternity Vice-Pres.
charles henry peix
Whitinsville, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Charlie"
Alpha Tau Omega
Basketball 1; Tennis "W" 1, 2, 3,
Capt. 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
TECH NEWS 1, 3; Bridge Club 1 ;
Newman Club 1 ; Semi Simple Group
2.
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michael paul penti robert allan peura william robert phillips
Carver, Massachusetts Worcester, Massachusetts Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Mike" Electrical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa "Bob" "Bill"
Hockey Club 1, 2. HKN Alpha Tau Omega
Debating Club 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4; IITS, TBn
Council of Pres. 4; I.E.E.E. 2, 4; Debating Club 1, 2, Pres. 3, 4;
Shield 1, 2, 3, 4; Eta Kappa Nu, Council of Pres. 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 3,
Sec. Pres. 4; Fraternity Sec.; Pi Tau Sigma
Treas.
michael Joseph potetz
New Britain, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
"Mike"
Newman Club 1, 3; Chess Club 1
;
A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
alfred raoul potvin
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Al"
HKN
Track "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Assn. 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Newman Club 1 , 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 2,
3, 4; Shield 1 , 2, 3, 4; Eta Kappa
Nu Rec. Sec.
paul sumner ramsden, jr.
Warren, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
"Paul"
Theta Chi
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Lens & Lights
Club 2, 3, 4; Council of Pres. 3, 4;
I.E.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
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george timoleon razelos
Athens, Greece
Civil Engineering
richard bruce reynolds
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Bumper"
Football 1; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
kenneth normand robbins
Millbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Ken"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2; Cosmopolitan Club
1, 2, 3; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; I.E.E.E. 1,
2, 4.
waiter francis roach
Wakefield, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Wally"
Theta Chi
Tennis 2, "W" 3, 4; Hockey Club
"W" 1, 2; TECH NEWS 1, 2;
PEDDLER 1, 2; Bridge Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
robert peter rondano
Stamford, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Bob"
Phi Gamma Delta
Track 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
paul arthur rougeau
Hudson, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Paul"
TECH NEWS 2; Newman Club 1.
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richard henry ryczek
Chicopee, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, Skull, TJAE
Football "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4;
Baseball 1, 2; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3,
4; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Make-Up
Ed. 4; Athletic Council 3, Pres. 4;
Council of Pres. 4; I.F. Council Treas.
4.
john charles ryder
Attleboro, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Jack-
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, Skull, TITS
Cross Country 1 , 2, 3, "W" 4; Track
"W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling Club 1 ;
Varsity Club 1 , 2, 3, 4; Boyntonians
3; Band 1; I.F. Council 4; Fraternity
Pres.; Pi Tau Sigma Pres.
edward norman santos
Westport, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Ed"
Theta Chi
IIAK
Baseball 2, 3, Mgr. 4 ; PEDDLER 1,
2, 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; Council of
Pres. 4
;
IEEE. 1, 2, 3, 4.
robert rounds, jr.
Brooklyn, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Bob"
Phi Kappa Theta
Swimming "W" 1, 2, 3, Capf. 4;
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, Capf. 4;
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, Sec. 4; New-
man Club 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Capt.;
A.S.M.E. 4.
donald ernest ryder
Brattleboro, Vermont
Electrical Engineering
"Don"
Band 1, 2.
steven bradley sacco
Norwood, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Steve"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
TITS
Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Nautical
Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, 4; Ski Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Auto Club 1
.
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John holloway schmidt
Reading, Massachusetts'
Electrical Engineering
"John"
Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 1,
2, 3, 4; Lens & Lights 1, Vice-Pres.
2, 3, 4.
charles francis schoenmann
Brooklyn, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Charlie"
Newman Club 1.
ronald robert schultz
New Britain, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Ron"
Phi Sigma Kappa
raymond leslie schwarz
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Ray"
Phi Kappa Theta
Football 1, 2; Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2,
3, 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3; PEDDLER
1, 2; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4.
fredrick cook scofield, in
Livingston, New Jersey
Mechanical Engineering
"Rick"
Theta Chi
Tennis 1, 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Nautical
Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, Vice-Comm. 4; Band
1, 2, 3, 4; Protestant Christian Fel-
lowship 1, 2; A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 3, Sec.
4.
charles louis semprebon
Barre, Vermont
Civil Engineering "Chuck"
Sigma Aloha Epsilon
Soccer 1; Ski Club 1, 2; A.S.C.E. 3.
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william ezra shanok
New York, New York
Chemistry "Bill"
Auto Club I. 2, 3, 4.
william francis shields
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Gusser"
Phi Kappa Theta
Track' 1; Football "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-
Capt. 4; Basketball 1, 2, "W" 3,
Co-Capt. 4; Lacrosse "W" 2, 3, 4;
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Newman
Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
frederick howard siff
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Fred"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
william Stephen shurbet
Glen Cove, New York
Electrical Engineering "Bill"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Baseball 1, 2, "W 3, 4; Soccer 2,
3, "W" 4; Varsity Club 4; Glee
Club 1; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
maurice richard silvestris
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Pooch"
Phi Kappa Theta
irons
Track 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Football 1, 2;
Octet 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
R O T.C. It. Col.; A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
david tobia signori, jr.
Boston, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Sig"
Phi Sigma Kappa
THII, IIKN
Track 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Arts Society
1, 2, 3, Pres. 4; Council of Pres. 4;
Tech Senate 2; R.O.T.C. Capt.; Eta
Kappa Nu Pres.
andrew skeie
Fairhaven, Massachusetts
Physics "Andy"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Soccer 2; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; Swimming
2, 3; Nautical Ass'n. 2; PEDDLER 1,
3; Band 1
.
Brian sinder
Columbia, Connecticut
Physics "Snide"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Who's Who, Skull, TBII,
IITII2
Track "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 2;
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Council of
Pres. 4; Tech Senate 3, Pres. 4;
S.S.C. 2, Treas. 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi
Pres.
thomas robert sokolowski
New Britain, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Phi Kappa Theta
Football 1; TECH NEWS 1,2; New-
man Club 1, 2, 3.
mason harold somerville
Grafton, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Mace"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Swimming 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Octet 1; A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4.
thomas william spargo
Bristol, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Theta Chi
Tennis 1, 2, 4; Wrestling Club 1, 2,
4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, 4; Debating
Club 1; I.E.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
john arthur spencer
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
Chemistry "Jack"
C.H.S.
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Auto Club 2;
Council of Pres. 4; Skeptical Chyms.
Vice-Pres. 3, Pres. 4.
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george vincent spires, in
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Joe"
Debating Club 1, 2; Glee Club 1, 2,
3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
eugene newman sprague
Leicester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Gene"
A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
paul Joseph sroka
Webster, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Paul"
Sigma Pi
Nautical Ass'n 1, 3; Radio Club 2;
I.E.E.E. 1, 2.
thomas Stanley staron, jr.
Wethersfield, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering "Tom"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Bridge Club 2, 3, 4; Newman Club
1; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
david thomas stone
Lunenberg, Massachusetts
Physics "Stony"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Rifle Club "W" 1, 2, Capt. 3, 4;
Council of Pres. 2.
frank ernest stone
Stratford, Connecticut
Chemistry "Stony"
Phi Kappa Theta
C.H.S.
Boyntonians 2, Pres. 3, 4; Band 1,
Mgr. 2, 3, 4.
william robert swiger
Scituate, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Bill"
Lens & Lights 2, 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
william theodore swanson
Valley Stream, New York
Electrical Engineering "Ted"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who
Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Wrestling
Club 1, 2; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3,
Sports Ed. 4; S.S.C. 3, 4; I.E.E.E. 3,
4; Fraternity Sec. 4.
frank barry sylvia
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "B"
Newman Club 1; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.;
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3 ,4.
mario manuel tama
Morrisville, Pennsylvania
Mechanical Engineering
"Mario"
Football 3, 4; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; Ski
Club 2, 3, Pres. 4; Council of Pres.
4.
Stanley szymanski
No. Dartmouth, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Stash"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, Skull
Football 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Wrestling
"W" 1, 2, Capt. 3, 4; Varsity Club
3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4. gerald ernest tammi
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Gerry"
Track 1, 2; PEDDLER 1, 2; Radio
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pershing Rifles 2,
3, 4; R.O.T.C. 1st Lf. ; I.E.E.E. 2, 3,
4.
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peter julio tancredi
Barre, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Pete"
Phi Kappa Theta
Soccer 2, "W" 3, 4; Varsity Club 3,
4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
John james tasillo, jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Jim"
Theta Chi
Cross Country 1 ; lacrosse 1 ; PEDDLER
1, 2, 3.
glenn thomas theodore
Gardner, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Glennzo"
Phi Kappa Theta
Lacrosse 1; Swimming "W" 1, 2;
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2.
robert peter tolokan
Hamden, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering "Bob"
Alpha Tau Omega
Wrestling Club 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Masque
1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; Alpha
Psi Omega Sec.-Treas.
peter charles trombi
Marlboro, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Trombs'
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 2.
michael anthony trippi
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Tony"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; Boyntonians
1, 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
IEEE. 4.
daniel turner
Rutland, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Dan"
A.S.C.E. 3, 4.
frank butler twitty
Bronxville, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Frank"
Phi Gamma Delta
paul andrew vajcovec
Webster, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Vajer"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, Skull, IIAE
Football "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; lacrosse 1,
"W" 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4; Varsity Club
1, 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1 , 2, 3,
Sports Ed. 4; Council of Pres. 4;
Skull Pres.
david Joseph usher
Mendon, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "Ush"
Rifle Club 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Capt.;
A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
robert todd varnum
Glenbrook, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Todd"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
HKN
Track 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4.
david howard wait
Rochester, New York
Mathematics "Dave"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, Skull, TBII
Baseball 1, 2, "W" 3, Co-Capt. 4;
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Varsity Club 3,
Treas. 4; PEDDLER 2; Class Sec. 3,
4; Tau Beta Pi Vice-Pres.
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james connell ward, jr.
Sturbridge, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Jay"
paul benjamin watson
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"P.B."
Alpha Tau Omega
Hockey Club 3; A.S.M.E. 3, Vice-
Pres. 4.
brian adrian wells
New Britain, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Box"
Alpha Tau Omega
Masque 2, 3, Prei. 4; Newman Club
1; Council of Prei. 4; A.S.C.E. 2, 3,
Vice Prei. 4; Alpha Pii Omega Prei.
Sidney william wandle, jr.
Bristol, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Bill"
Alpha Tau Omega
Who's Who, XE
Cross Country 3; Track "W" 1, 2,
3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4; Masque
2, 3, 4; A.S.C.E. 3, Treas. 4; Fra-
ternity Sec.; Chi Epsilon Treas.
louis alexander wargo
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Physics "Lou"
A. I. P. 2, 3, 4; Semi Simple Group
1, 2, 4.
gerald martin weinstein
New Haven, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
"Jerry"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
A.I.Ch.E. 3, 4.
John francis wetherell
Warwick, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
"John"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 3, 4; TECH NEWS
3; Auto Club 3, Pres. 4; Masque 1,
3, 4; Camera Club 4; Protestant
Christian Fellowship 4; R.O.T.C. 1st
Lt. ; Council of Pres. 4; I.E.E.E. 3, 4.
robert frederick white
Torrington, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering "Bob"
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Octet 2, 3, 4;
Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 1, 2,
3, 4; I.E.E.E. 4.
george d'arcy whiteside
Middlebury, Vermont
Mechanical Engineering
"George"
Theta Chi
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Boyntonians
1, 3, 4; Band 2, Student Director 3,
4.
seymour williams, in
Sandwich, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Sandy"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 1,
2, 3, 4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; Bridge
Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
peter howell Williamson
Hopewell, New Jersey
Physics "Pete"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, TBII
Baseball 1; Soccer 1, 2, "W" 3, Co-
Capt. 4; Varsity Club 3, 4; TECH
NEWS 2; Fraternity Treas.
dale william wykes
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dale"
Pershing Rifles 1, 2; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.
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elliot fred wyner
West Newton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "El"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Band 1, 2; Bridge Club 4.
carl michael youngman
Newburyport, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Straight"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Track 1, 3; Baseball 2; Basketball 2,
3, Mgr. 4; Soccer "W" 2, 3, 4; Var-
sity Club 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 2;
PEDDLER 1, 3; Bridge Club 1, 2;
Fraternity Pres.; R.O.T.C. Copt.
thomas anthony zagryn
Bristol, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Lambda Chi Alpha
TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4; Radio Club 1,
4; I.E.E.E. 2, 4.
waldemar charles zisch
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Charlie"
Soccer 1, 2, "W" 3, 4; Cosmopoli-
tan Club 1, 2, 3; I.E.E.E. 2, 3.
theodore peter zoli
Torrington, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Ted"
Phi Kappa Theta
PEDDLER 3; Auto Club 1, 2, 3; New-
man Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Fraternity Pres.
I1964 barry kadets, president; dave helming, vice-president; dave wait, secretary; art bodwell, treasurer;larry hall, pete fenner, tech senate.
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jack kelly, president; phi I ryan, vice-president; bob hawes, secretary; steve rudnick,
treasurer; ron greene, george mitschang, tech. senate. 1965
junior prom committee firit row: chuck hunnicutt, dave tawicki, phil ryan, bob klauber, daveschwaber, chas seavcr. second row: phil bacheldcr, John henrickson, bob
cohill, butch altenburg, frank benham, dick olson, ron grccne, denis berube.
1966 larry penoncello, president; steve formica, vice-president; bill behn, secretary;bill duvall, treasurer; don foley, John braun, tech. senate.
bill reiger, chairman; kevin mcquaid, bob loring, tech. senate. 1967
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the staff has attempted to make the '64 peddler unique in the realm of yearbooks,
often, they serve as the outlet for criticism and ridicule of their campuses, this can
be carried overboard for the sake of selling the book, this year's staff is opposed
to this type of journalism.
rather, the staff feels that a yearbook is dedicated to recording the events that
form campus life, this year we cited the TECHMAN. we have objectively studied
him and the role he plays in tech's existence, this was, needless to say, a formida-
ble task.
as a result, the '64 peddler has meant a great deal of labor from inception to
birth, however, the aftermath was satisfaction and pride.
personally, as editor, i can not express enough thanks to my staff for their
cooperation, work, dedication, and eagerness in turning out this book,
my thanks to:
torn; who balanced the scales with conservatism
buster; who quit because of the impossible assignments yet made
every deadline
gosh; who's mind is superseded only by an aquarium
don; who sold these damn books so we made a profit
pete; who amazed me and himself by selling all the ads in two days
gene; who's direction of make-up was invaluable
dave; who's eagerness was demonstrated in his quest for
something to do
the staff; who did all the labors involved in constructing the book
bob moore: who is o'toole's representative and an editor's friend
in this book
marvin richmond; who's color photography plays such a big role in
this book
professor schwieger; who was my advisor
u^tu^uw^fjiuut^o
aftermath
we have all heard it said that khruschev will
bury us. this can only mean that the rate of
nuclear warheads produced in russia today is
greater than that in america. and what is the
cause of this fallback in the capitalist-communist
race for nuclear supremacy? why have freedom-
loving, god-fearing, civilized men such as we
not been able to produce more warheads than
the russian war-mongers? the only reason is that
we do not appreciate our true capitalistic cause,
yes, there is peace in nuclear warhead suprem-
acy, and we have forgotten the source of this
peace: the capitalist, but there is still time to
avoid the grave, therefore, buy your warheads
now by giving to the capitalist of your choice.
4
here is a list of local warhead manufacturers
whom we feel are dedicated to the true capital-
istic cause: "warheads for peace."
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class of
nineteen hundred
and
sixty-seven
/G^O
who sees with equal eye, as god of all,
class of
nineteen hundred
and
sixty-six
'G^O
a hero perish or a sparrow fall,
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class of
nineteen hundred
and
sixty-five
atoms or systems into ruin hurVd,
class of
nineteen hundred
and
sixty-four
and now a bubble burst, and now a world.
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THE HONORARY COLLEGIATE JOURNALISM SOCIETY
PI DELTA EPSILON
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY
ETA KAPPA NU
GAMMA DELTA CHAPTER
251
Compliments
of
TAU BETA PI
THE SKULL
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Im ganzen haltet ench am Worte,
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compliments
of
CHEMICAL HONOR
SOCIETY
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Compliments
of
WORCESTER TECH
BOOKSTORE
DANIELS HALL
"the college store"
BOOKS — SUPPLIES
Jackets Pennants Novelties
(nils Greeting Cards Sundries
Stuffed Animals
I.E.E.E
A.S.M.E
— WHERE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING BEGINS
A.I.Ch.E.
A.S.C.E.
ALP.
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Compliments of
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
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To the Class of 1964
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACHIEVEMENT
and
WELCOME TO MEMBERSHIP
in the
W.P.I
ALUAANI ASSOCIATION
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Class of 1911
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
261
COMPLIMENTS MARK, INC.
F
Natural Model Clothing
330 MAIN STREET
NICK'S COLONIAL GRILL WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
REED ROLLED THREAD
DIE CO.
KESSELI & MORSE COMPANY
Masom Supplies --- Building Materials
Transit Mixed Concrete
Tile and FloOf Covering Installations
'i 2 CANTERBURY STREET
WOIU EST] R. MASSA( HUSETTS
AROUND
THE WORLD
...AND STILL
EXPANDING
SEES? ABRASIVES
GRIND/KG WHEELS
W££3MACHINE TOOLS
WSREFRACTORIES
1SS3pulpstones
NON-SLIPFLOORS
BEHR-MANNING DIVISION
Troy, N. Y.
'yl CoatedAbrasives Sharpening Stones
Pressure-Sensitive Tapes
Floor Maintenance Products
NATIONAL RESEARCH
CORPORATION
Cambridge. Mass.
Vacuum Equipment • Tantalum
Contract Research
NORTON COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES- WORCESTER, MASS.. U. S. A.
263
TBI
*
THE GUARANTY BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
"Serving the Banking Needs of
Central Ma I sacbitsett 1 '
'
with offices in
ORCESTER AUBURN - GRAFTON
LEOMINST1 R SOUTHBRIDG1
STURBRIDGE CLINTON
[i suran< e <" orporation
244 MAIN STREET
The House of Quality
APPLIANCES
FINE FURNITURE — GIFTS
John \V. Coghlin, Class of '19
I dwin B. Coghlin, Sr., Class of '23
I . I w in B. ( oghlin, Jr., Class of '56
Compliments
of
BAY STATE HARDWARE COMPANY
"TOOL RENTAL SPECIALIST"
120 W. BOYLSTON STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
H. Tashjian
Class of '31
WORCESTER PHOTO SHOPPE, INC.
Everything Photographic
Developing - Printing - Enlarging
Telephone
PL 5-5821
248 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER 8, MASSACHUSETTS
M. D. HOLMES & SONS CO.
PLUMBING - HEATING
AIR-CONDITIONING
33 MILLBROOK STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of
YANKEE PRODUCTS COMPANY
WHOLESALE FOOD
DISTRIBUTORS
m
4&* L
%
\
Beaming out to transform dangerous
darkness to daytime safety, Sylvania Mer-
cury Lamps are today's most efficient
source for street and outdoor lighting.
LIGHTING DIVISION • MANCHESTER, N.H.
SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
a subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Incandescent, Fluorescent and Mercury Vapor Lamps
Fluorescent Fixtures Starters Special Light Sources and Components
OLSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SCREW - MACHINE - PRODUCTS
100 PRESCOTT STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
DEERHILL DAIRY
D. BORIA & SONS
Homogenized
Vitamin "D" Milk
PL 4-0403
To the Class of '64
HAIL AND FAREWELL!
May these college years linger long in your
memory, and may there forever be a warm spot
in your heart for
THE HIGHLANDER
We Wish You Health, Happiness and
Every Success
ANGELO and JIMMY
267
Compliments
of
GEO. F. BLAKE, INC.
STEEL - ALUMINUM - INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
70 QUINSIGAMOND AVENUE
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
THOMAS A. HICKEY, INC
Your Family Package Stores
ALES, WISES and LIQUORS
121 HIGHLAND STREET
PL 4-2637
261 LINCOLN STREET
PL 4-6883
SALMONSEN'S
FRESH LOCAL MILK
A Better Milk for All the Family
Phone: PL 2-6562
5-7 VICTORIA AVENUE
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
BRIERLY, LOMBARD &
COMPANY, INC.
Wholesale Distributors of
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES and EQUIPMENT
TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS
107-109 FOSTER STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
-
t *
i t
*
\Compliments
of
MORGAN LINEN SERVICE, INC.
23 HERMON STREET
WORCESTER 8, MASSACHUSETTS
COMPLIMENTS
OF
A FRIEND
A. B. DICK PRODUCTS CO,
of Worcester, Inc.
860 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER 10
MASSACHUSETTS
PL 4-4171
Mimeograph - Spirit - Azograph
Offset - Folders - Photocopy
and Supplies
B & B ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
Electrical Construction
18 SWORD STREET
AUBURN
MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of
JAMESBURY CORPORATION
Compliments
of
W. M. STEELE COMPANY, Inc.
POWER TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
BREWER & COMPANY, Inc.
Established at Worcester in 1852
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DIVISION
Acids - Oils
Heavy Chemicals - Starches
41 ARCTIC STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
110 Years of Service
13
*
a
*
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CAPROLAN s NYLON FIBER PACKAGING FILMS NITROGEN FERTILIZERS
BUILDING MATERIALS DYES AND PIGMENTS MELAMINE* PLASTIC
People, plants, products, progress...
that's Allied Chemical, maker of over 3,000 products that benefit industry.
Hied
hemical
BASIC TO AMERICA'S PROGRESS
Divisions: Barrett • Fibers • General Chemical • International • National Aniline • Nitrogen • Plastics • Semet-Solvay • Solvay Process • Union Texas Petroleum
In Canada: Allied Chemical Canada, Ltd., Montreal
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C. V. BIANCHI AND SONS, INC.
CONSULTANTS
Established 1890
Marble - Tile - Slate
Terrazzo - Granite
All Resilient Floorings
428 SHREWSBURY STREET WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
PL 3-1564
A favorite
restaurant
of Tech under-
graduates and
Alumni
for nearly
100 years.
PUTNAM & THURSTON'S
RESTAURANT
19-27 MECHANIC STREET Free Parking
COMPLIMENTS
O F
A FRIEND
For service and adjustments
your
HERFF JONES
Representative
James Corr
WINDSOR ROAD
SUDBURY, MASSACHUSETTS
Hilltop 3-2715
Official Jewelers — School Rings
Compliments of . . .
Chakles jDoWb Box Co.
I NCORPORATE D
manufacturers of
Corrugated Fibre Shipping Containers
WORCESTER 3
MASSACHUSETTS
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EDWARD VANTINE
STUDIOS, INC.
'/hill) Known College Photographers
HAMILTON
\i \Y YORK
ESTES & JOHNSTON
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE
695 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Telephones
PL 4-7255 — PL 4-7256
RADIO MAINTENANCE SUPPLY
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIERS OF COMPANY
WORCESTER, INC.
WHOLESALE
Stocking Distributors of Radio and Electronics
Metal Cutting Tools — Factory Supplies Hi-Fi Systems
Power Transmission
Telephone PL 6-8311
212 SUMMER ST. WORCESTER 8, MASS. 80 THOMAS STREET WORCESTER 8, MASS.
DAIRIMAID S. 1. HOWARD GLASS COMPANY
and
Mirror
- Plate Glass - Industrial Glass
TREATS ICE CREAM
Window Glass
Made by Dial PL 3-8146
SMITH & FYFE, INC. 379 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF
IN THE HEART OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Worcester, known as The Industrial Capitol of New England, boasts a
rare combination of industrial and cultural institutions. Five Worcester
colleges have contributed substantially of their knowledge, research and
personnel to local business, industry and culture. The more than 800
businesses in Worcester have done their part by providing services, con-
sumer goods and jobs to raise the standard of living of Worcester resi-
dents to an unheard of high.
The same qualities which have made our city such a success are in-
herent in The Heald Machine Company. Those qualities are a firm foun-
dation built on oldtirrie Yankee skill, and a promising future built into
a modern plant and facilities as well as the use of the most highly ad-
vanced techniques in our research and development programs.
Heald holds to the premise and belief that Worcester will grow in
proportion to the growth of its industry.
Every Heald machine reaches far and wide, bringing the name of the
City of Worcester to the far corners of the free world on products labeled
Heald.
Heald and Worcester have grown together. Heald looks forward to
many more mutually beneficial years of growth in the Heart of the
Commonwealth.
THE HEALD MACHINE COMPANY
Associate of the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01606
Best Wishes
from COOPER'S FLOWERS
AL BURKE
COURTESY — QUALITY — SERVICE
THE 'NEW BOYNTON
133 HIGHLAND STREET
117 HIGHLAND STREET
WORCESTER WORCESTER 2, MASSACHUSETTS
MASSACHUSETTS
GOYETTE'S SERVICE STATION IMPERIAL DELICATESSEN SHOPPE
113C HIGHLAND STREET
"AT THE SUNOCO SIGN" WORCESTER, MASS.
PL 3-9378
Phone PL 3-9579
"Food fit for a king"
Grinders, Sandwiches, Breakfast
102 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
"Call us for catering"
HARRY DER HAROOTUNIAN
277

Compliments of
E. L DAUPHINAIS, INC.
TOP QUALITY— "READY MIXED CONCRETE'
85 two way radio equipped transit mixed trucks
Serving central Massachusetts
Main Office: NORTH GRAFTON
Phones: Worcester PL 7-4502
Grafton VE 9-4475
Congratulations
to the
Class of 1964
CARLSTROM PRESSED METAL
COMPANY, INC.
WESTBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
F. W. MADIGAN CO., INC.
General Contractors - Engineers
Francis W. Madigan, Jr., '53
54 MASON STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
11

Granger Contracting Co., Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING - MAINTENANCE - REPAIRS
306 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of Compliments
of
PS!EX TURNER MOTOR COACH
CHAIN BELT COMPANY
SERVICE
Chainbelt, Inc.
301 ELM STREET
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS
ROLLER CHAIN DIVISION
CHARTERED BUSSES OUR SPECIALTY
Telephone DI 2-0307
WORCESTER & .SPRINGFIELD »
MASSACHUSETTS
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$ 1 Over a Century of Service in Supplying America's Schools
ft ] Thus Sening America's Youth
MILTON
BRADLEY
Milton Bradley offers a quality line of
drawing and Art Room Furniture
expertly designed and classroom tested.
Matchless Appearance Long Service
Flexible Efficiency Greater Economy
Metal Angle Braces Functional Sturdiness
Safety Locking Device Plastic Tops
Drawing and Industrial
Art Table— No. 9368 LP
MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY
Springfield 2, Massachusetts
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
Compliments
THOREN'S DAIRY
°f
Purveyors to the
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
Dormitory
QUALITY
"YOUR COLLEGE BARBE
113B HIGHLAND STREET
R SH(
c
IP"
o
)
DAIR) PRODUCTS
HOAG STRI I T
AUBURN
WORCESTER, MASS.
LCH1 1 ITS
Proprietor: Paul Dadian
^
(
V
)
HILL BRONZE ALLOYS
COMPANY
Established 1928
NON-FERROUS CASTINGS
MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING
TAINTER AND GARDNER STREETS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
THE PRESMET CORPORATION
SINTERINGS
112 HARDING STREET
WORCESTER 4
MASSACHUSETTS
HARVEY and TRACY, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
143 DEWEY STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Richard L. Tracey, PE
BS in CE, W.P.I. 1948
Francis S. Harvey, PE
BS in CE, W.P.I. 1937
NATIONAL GLASS WORKS
Tu o Convenient Locations
119 SHREWSBURY STRJEET
Dial PL 3-7296
3^2 PARK AVENUE
Dial PL 3-7209
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
LUNDQUIST TOOL & MFG.
COMPANY, INC.
• METAL STAMPINGS
• "INDUSTRIAL" BALL BEARINGS
677 CAMBRIDGE STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of
WORCESTER TELEGRAM
THE EVENING GAZETTE
SUNDAY TELEGRAM
Radio Station WTAG
I*
*
4
*
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Compliments'
of
WORCESTER
GAS LIGHT CO.
"G/4S. THE KEY TO MODERN LIVING"
Display Room —
30 MECHANIC STREET
Offices—
25 QUTNSIGAMOND AVENUE
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
PL 7-8311
• I
Compliments of
COES KNIFE COMPANY
MACHINE KNIVES and HARDENED
STEEL WAYS
72 COES STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of
HENRY CAMOSSE & SON INC.
HENRY J. CAMOSSE
W.P.I. '53
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Do you know . . .
That the DAIRY QUEEN
at 408 GROVE STREET
has the best meals for the least money
* * *
Finest banana splits, sundaes and cones
Am ong the nation's best selling tools are
Hanson High Speed Steel Twist Drills and
Ace Taps and Dies made in Worcester &f the
HENRY L. HANSON COMPANY
*•*"
-^
•>
v
C. K. SMITH & CO., INC. JAMES COWAN & SONS, INC.
0\ \ rvice
HEATING oils BURNERS WHOLESALE MEATS
BOILER UNITS
& PROVISIONS
24 Hour Scr-
PL J L475
1 IT WOH< 1 Ml R MASS. 20
TEMPLE STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
FORGING SATUR
When the nation's space prestige rides so completely on a
single launch vehicle— as on Saturn V— designers, con-
tractors and the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration alike demand near ultimate levels in component
reliability. Wyman-Gordon's participation in forging
such a variety of airframe, structural, and propulsion
parts for the Saturn program is most logical. Here
is centered the industry's broadest aerospace forging
experience— plus an outstanding concentration of
IGHTY MUSCLES
specialized equipment. Moreover, at Wyman-Gordon a
uniquely integrated program of materials research and
metallurgical/quality control certifies optimum part in-
tegrity and guarantees required properties of every
component from huge thrust beams to tiny fittings.
These Saturn configurations merely suggest the
many space forging capabilities of Wyman-
Gordon. For assistance on your critical forging
problems, contact Manager Marketing Services.
WYMAN
Forging; of Aluminum, Magnesium, Sleet, Titanium and
WORCESTER,
HARVEY, ILLINOIS
SALES OFFICES LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
EDWARD R. MARDEN CORPORATION
Builders and Engineers — Since 1947
280 LINCOLN STREET
ALLSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
C/( neral Contractors for the new
CHEMK \l ENGINEERING AND CHEMISTRY BUILDING
MILSofPROGRtSs
BAY STATE ABRASIVE PROBUCTS CO., WESTBORO, MASS., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of all types of Quality Abrasive Products
SUBSIDIARIES
Bay State Abrasive Products Co. (Canada) Ltd., Brantford, Ontario
Felker Manufacturing Company, Torrance, California
Bay State Abrasives S.A., Steinsel, Luxembourg
subsidiary of National Steel Corporation
The man: John Bjork-former Worcester Polytechnic
Institute Professor-now Morgoil Research Engineer
The assignment: Computer analysis of Morgoil bear-
ing design for 80" Hot Strip Mill The result: Maxi-
mum roll stiffness with more than adequate bearing
Engineering
objective:
bearing design
for precision
hot strip mill
capacity . . . calculated values proven by mill per-
formance. Maximum roll turndown and fast bearing
change keep bearing and roll costs to a minimum
Morgoil Bearings ... a world-known product of
Morgan Construction Co.. Worcester. Massachusetts.
MOROOIL
mum;;ni>" ludrcestgr
ROLLING MILLS /MORGOIL BEARINGS / WIRE DRAWING MACHINES / COMBUSTION CONTROL
CENTRAL SUPPLY CO.
Everything in
PLUMBING, HEATING and WATER SUPPLIES
39 WALDO STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
With Sincere Wishes
from
THE BAKERS
of
TOWN TALK BREAD
DENHOLMS
MEN'S WORLD
. . . in a choice location, thought out for your
convenience.
Come directly into it from Main Street, with-
out having to set foot in another department.
You'll like it!
Compliments
of
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
WAITE'S STORE
119 HIGHLAND STREET
COMPLIMENTS Compliments
F
of the
RODNEY HUNT MACHINE
THE CAPITOL THEATRE COMPANY
Established Since 1840
• WATER CONTROL EQUIPMENT
• TEXTILE MACHINERY
• INDUSTRIAL ROLLS
A. L. PURINTON & COMPANY
VICTOR J. DANIELS, Proprietor
• PROCESS EQUIPMENT
LOCKSMITHS - SAFE EXPERTS 122 MILL STREET
100 MECHANIC STREET ORANGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
754-1004
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^ctnantwiwealtA SPfatkmeM, $wc. Compliments
ARTHUR PAULEY JULIUS PAULEY of
90 Grove Street • Worcester 5. Massachusetts
Telephone 755-3177
1. B. M.
Office Supplies, Furniture and Machines
CORPORATION
Drafting Equipment — Printing
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
hvim-: CDWARDC
L PAINT & PAPER CORP. J
METCALF& EDDY | ENGINEERS 3 KELLEY SQUARE WORCESTER 4. MASS.
Statler Building, Boston TELEPHONE PL 7-7441
2500 El Camij^o Real, Palo Alto
60 East 42nd St., New York IMPERIAL WALLPAPER — COLORIZER PAINTS
COMPLIMENTS
OF
THE FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
101 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
FRANK SULLIVAN CO.
PLUMBING - HEATING CONTRACTORS
AND ENGINEERS
Commonwealth 6-4224-5-6
23 MINER STREET
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
.ms J Si: i. i.ivan
idcut
BEST WISHES
ABDOW SCRAP IRON CO.
18 CANTERBURY STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
G. T. Abdow, '53
W. J. SHANNON TRUCKING CO.
RIGGERS
Specialist in Plant Relocation
60 Years of Serving Worcester Industry
129 SUMMER STREET
WOIU ESTER
MASSAC HUSETTS
Phone PL 6-8389
10 HARVARD STREET • WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
TELEPHONE PLeasant 2-1921
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Gateway
to better
Yearbooks
T. OToole & Sons, one of the
first printers in the nation to pro-
duce yearbooks by offset, bring to
you progressive ideas tempered
by experience and a reputation for
painstaking workmanship. Per-
sonal service to advise you on:
Yearbook Production
Themes
Layout
Use of Color
Fitting Copy
Line Drawings
Advertising
Proof Reading
Photography
Production
Personal Service
At All Times
t. o'toole & sons builds a new plant to aid yo u
"fc. o'toole &
Mam Office and Factory
South Norwalk, Connecticut
Tel. TEmple 8-4761-62-63
Tel. New York City MElrose 5-4112
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